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Runoff Held Today Brother Of Local
Woman Succumbs
For President Of
Student Government

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 8, 1971

Optimist Club
Will Sponsor
Contest Here

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 83

Nixon Pledges To Accelerate
Troop Pullout Starting May

William R. Rowlett of Paducah,
brother of Mrs. Henry Elliott of
Murray, passed away Tuesday at
1:45 p.m. at the Graham Nursing The 1971 Boy's Oratorical
Home, Paducah.
Contest sponsored by the OpHe was an Illinois Central timist Club of Murray has been
By Dwain McIntosh
balloting with 1,087, followed by
years, announced by Ron Beshear,
Tesseneer, a sophomore, with Railroad switchman for 35
Results of student elections at 979. Tim Lutz, a junior from retiring 27 years ago. He was contest Chairman of the sponsoring club. The official title for
Murray State University Wed- Henderson and the third can- born at Fort Henry, Tenn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the contest this year will be "'This
nesday failed to resolve the didate, polled 248 votes.
question of who will serve as Only one other race was left Annie Rowlett; four daughters, I Believe."
president of student government undecided in the annual student Mrs. Maude McClannahan of All boys who will not have
on the campus during the 1971-72 government and class elections. Paducah, Mrs. Pearl Olson of reached their 16th birthday by
By WALTER WHITEHEAD actions —consciously turns the
Kansas, Mrs. Blance December 31, 1970, and who are
school year.
Marilyn Locke of Louisville and- Sodge City,
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- country over to the Commuand citizens of Canada the United
Tenn.,
Memphis,
of
Holston
Instead, the balloting left two Sherry Carey of Pleasure Rige
ident Nixon, declaring his goal nists? Or shall we leave in a
of
Buecher
States are eligible to compete.
candidates-Raymond Muzia of Park are also in a runoff today Mrs. Grace
is "total withdrawal from way that gives the South
pa.; half brother, The contest will be held on April
reasonable
Stamford, Conn., and Ralph for the post of junior class Harrisburg
a
Vietnam," pledged Wednesday Vietnamese
of Detroit, Mich.; 20 at Southside Restaurant
Rowlett
Benny
Tesseneer of Union-in a runoff secretary.
night to accelerate the Ameri- chance to survive as a free
Murray;
Elliott
of
according to Beshear.
today for the top student office at Executive officers of student sister, Mrs.
can troop pull-out, removing people?"
six great The winners of the local contest
the university. Neither got a government filled for the coming five grandchildren;
100,000 men from the war zone Wietnamization Has Succeeded'
grandchildren.
will compete against boys from
majority of the 2,314 votes cast in school year in the election
during a seven-month period "My plan will end American
services will be held other clubs in a district contest.
Funeral
the three man-race.
Wednesday were: Dennis Estes,
starting May 1.
(Continued on Page Six)
Friday at two p.m. at the Lindsey Those who go on from the district
Muzia. a senior, led the Owensboro
In a 20-minute televised
Junior,
vice
Chapel, Paducah, with
Funeral
president; Jan Hammond,
address, Nixon said the addicontest will be with other young
burial in the Woodlawn Memorial men in a preliminary contest
tional U.S. servicemen would
Louisville sophomore, secretary;
Gardens there. Friends may call which will be held during the
and Hugh Griffith, Warren,
leave Vietnam by Dec. 1,
o.at the funeral home.
annual Optimist International
Mich., sophomore, treasurer.
cutting
American
troop
Convention in Minneapolis,
Elected to class officers for
strength to 184,000. But he A clean up day will be held at
Minn., June 27-July 1,1971. The
next year are.
rejected demands of his critics the Murray City Park on
four top speakers of tbe
Senior class- Wayne Harmon- of
that he set a definite date for Saturday morning from nine a.m.
preliminaries will compete in tne
an end to American involve- to 12 noon, according to Barry
Paducah, president; Rita Craven
finals to be held during the final
of Fulton,secretary; Patty Ellias
ment in the war, saying he Polston, recreational director of
Earl Wrightson and Lois Hunt
VIETNAM—Army Private convention session.
of Cairo, Ill., treasurer; and
intended to end the conflict "in the Murray Park.
According to Beshear "the real
a way -that will redeem the The special clean up day is
Terry Yates and Jen Brady, both Herbert T. Collins, son of Mr. and
Here it is Spring again, so take of Mayfield, and Barbara Carson, Mrs. Edward T. Collins, Route 2, import values of this activity
sacrifices that have been being coordinated by Boy Scout
heart.
Murray, recently received the occurs when a large number ol
made" by U.S. forces in more Troop No. 77, 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
(Continued on Page Six)
Army Commendation Medal in boys participate in the contest,
than 10 years of fighting.
scoutmaster. Any person who can
Fellow says a pure conscience
each
receiving
training
Vietnam.
"The issue very simply is help in the clean up is asked to
may be nothing more than a poor
The medal was awarded for stimulation and experience in the
Do you remember how good majiiir music courses across the this: Shall we leave Vietnam in bring a rake and come to the park
memory.
meritorious service. Such service art and practice of oratory." Any music used
to sound? Are you nation. For over a decade, a way that —by our own on Saturday morning.
can be over an extended period of young man interested can enter
tired
of
screaming
gurus and soul Wrightson (who was the first
Our mashed finger is corning
time or for
outstanding by calling 753-6737.
from the bosky depths, and the musical artist to "Make it" on
along nicely. The stitches comes Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, has achievement in a single situation.
ear splitting samemess of acid television) and Hunt (who )who
out tomorrow. We caught it successfully completed Course I In either case, the recipient must
in
Real
Estate
Office
rock. If it's an RX for the tonal was a Metropolitan Opera
between about 500 pounds and an
have demonstrated skills and
palette that you're craving, three Auditions winner and left a
immovable object. The only Management toward earning a dedication far above the average.
great names in the realm of good flourishing operatic career to
thing that moved was the finger National Institute of Real Estate
Pfc. Collins received the award
music - Hugo Winterhalter, Earl star on .Broadway), have
which was noticeably flatter Brokers designation of Certified while assigned as a rifleman with
Residential
Broker.
Wrightson and Lois Hunt - are dominated .the light classical
after this treatment. No bone
Company D, 1st Battalion, 502nd The Boots and Slippers Square
scene for vocalists. There isn't a
County Hospital where he was
broken or anything hire that, just The class was held in Fort Infantry of the 101st Ariborne Dance Club will have a dance at joining forces with an Orchestra
Worth, Texas, March 2-4.
and Qiorus, and to the multitides pair who can approach them for Britt 0. Weydener, 4102 years treated in the emergency room.
a squashed finger.
Division
(Airrnobile
),
He
the
American
Legion
entered
Heil,
old
son
of
Soul*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phillip
Represented were 83 people from
if concert goera all over the enduring popularity and sheer
The accident occurred in front
16 states. The instructors were the Army in February, 1970, 6th and Maple Streets, Murray United States who miss music professionalism in the per- Weydener of 1701 Johnson of
Wrather Hall on the street
took it like a little mar
completed
basic training at Ft. on Saturday, April 10, at eigl*
Bulevard,
Murray,
was
injured
from
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
formance
Portland,
of
music
form
our
-- who yearn for those two lost
however
between North 15th and North
Campbell,
and
was
last
stationed
when
he
was
hit
by
car
WedOregon and Omaha, Nebraska.
comforts - rhythem and melody - Broaching( and Hollywood..
16th Streets. The driver of the
Bill Dunn will be the caller and
This is one of many educational at Ft. Polk, La. He holds the
they are bent on proving that Earl Wrightson and Lois Hunt nesday about four p.m. according car, a 1966 Corvair owned by
Big black Crow lands in the
Combat
Infantryman
Badge.
said
if
anyone would like to learn
programs sponsored by the
"Music Is Alive And Well". They joined Hugo Winterhalter, a full to the report filed by the in- Arthur E. Faulkner, was Dennis
woods.
The
23-year-old
soldier the "newest" calls or brush up on
National Institute for Real Estate
will perform here on April 19. touring orchestra and chorus in vestigating officers of the A. Faulkner of Route One, Edreceived his B. S. degree from some of the "old" calls, to be at
Murray Police Department.
a program that features songs
About the most ludicrous thing Brokers to help Realtors better Murray State University in 1969. the dance on
The little boy suffered a dyville, according to the police
Saturday evening. Hugo Wintherhalter is the
serve
the
public,"
a
spokesman
from such Broadway favorites as
we have seen lately is Gov the
musical genius who arranged and
fracture of the left leg and report.
said.
"Camelot", "I Do, I Do", and
Bassett next door "chasing" a
Police said that the child was
concipstAd the music for no less
multiple abrasions, according to
composers from Jerome Kern to
Rabbit. Gov is built right on the Realtor Tucker has been in
on the sidewalf in front of
Mari
'eleven
Gold
Records
(each
the
Murray-Calloway
officials
of
Burt Bacharach with a nod to
ground and although his business as a real estate broker
Wrather Hall, Murray State
with sales exceeding one million)
Leonard Bernstein, the Beatles,
movements are fast, furious and in Murray for the past 13 years
University, and ran between two
including his own "Canadian
WHITE DOG
Richard Rodgers amd many
laborious, his speed is something arbd is PresentlY serving a 3 Year
parked cars into the path of
Sunset", Eddie Fisher's great
A white female dog has strayed Faulkner. The car hit the child
more.
short of spectacular. The Rabbit term on the Board of Directors of
hits
"Anytime", "I'm Walking
the Kentucky Real Estati
By MICHAEL L. POSNER discuss an investigation of the Behind You", "Oh, My Papa", If you can remember when to the home of Paul Cunningham, with the center of the the front
(Continued on Page Six)
Association.
mile west of Penny,just off the bumber, the police report said.
with
memcontroversy
growing
television was a long series of
WASHINGTON ( UPI)
—
and "I Need You Now", for
and "Hopalong Penny-Airport Road. For inMomentum is building for an bers of his panel.
Perry Como, "Don't Let The silent films
(Continued on Page SIX)
Checking For Snoopers
Cassidy" reruns, and there was formation call 753-5196.
extraordinary congressional inStars Get In Your Eyes", and
vestigation into the wiretapping Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D- "Wanted,', for the Ames but one live musical oasis called
operations of the FBI. The Mass., said he asked Sen. Sam Brothers,"You, You, You", and "Earl Wrightson's American
House of Representatives, Ervin, D.-N.C., to expand his "The Naughty Lady From Shady Musical Theater", or even you
of Army snooping to
Cati't but do like music with a
received
the
Gold Leaf award for meantime, has decided- to hire probe
The Almo and Kirksey Parentthe FBI monitoring Lane" and foe. Kay Starr, "Rock melody and a beat, then "Music
include
experts
to
make
sure
its
and Roll Waltz", among others.
Teacher Association Units were equalling last year's membership
practices.
Is Alive And Well" which will be
,telephones aren't bugged.
presented awards at the 44th with dues in the state office by
Calls for the investigation of "off Ervin does not enlarge his Earl Wrighton and Lois Hunt, coming to Murray on April 19, at More than 200 individual university and various campus
November
15,
1970.
Annual Spring Conference of the
the FBI came from both investigations Kennedy said he on the other hand,far trim being 8:15 p.m. at the Murray State Murray State University students honorary
and
scholastic
First District PTA held Tuesday Mrs. Melvin Earles, president,
friends and critics of Director would. consider an investigation new to the touring concert scene, 'Auditorium, should be an un- who have distinguished them- organizations.
Paducah,
presided,
and
the
guest
evening
at Calvert City
_ludiciary
Subby..Ilja
are
Senate
tioo-of-tba-bestfigures_orithe
.forpettable-aperierice
Charles L. Eldridge, director of
speaker
was
Richard J. Edgar Hoover in the trail of
academic
through
selves
Elementary School.
charges by House Democratic committee on Administrative
school relations and chairman of
will
leadership
.and
achievement
Kirksey received first place in Throgmorton, Juvenile Judge
Leader Hale Boggs that Holm Practices and Procedures.
share the spotlight during the the Honors Day committee, said
the publicity book award form Pro-tern of McCracken County,
and Senate memberl-haVe Wen Theropliouse Administration
who
spoke
on
"Volunteers
in
annual Honors Day program one of the largest crowds ever to
communities
whth
two
Wednesannounced
-Committee
telephone-tapped and spied—fitV
attend Honors Day is expected to
April 25.
Sunday,
newspapers. The book will be Court".
day it would hire an electronics
by the FBI.
gather to recognize award
the
p.m.
in
at
2
Scheduled
taken to the state convention to
Rep. Emanuel Caller, D-91Nr., firm to check all House
recepients.
Mrs.
Harold
Fones,
President
the
auditorium,
university
be held April 27-29 at Lexington
chairman of the House JudiCia- telephones in the next feu days
program will include presen- "Honors Day is becoming a
for display.
Publicity book of the Kirksey PTA, and first
ry Committee, said he would (Continued on Page Six)
(Continued on Page Six)
The
('ounty a.m. with meeting starting at tation of grants, cash awards, tradition on the campus because
Calloway
chairman for Kirksey were Mrs
Republican Women's Club will be 10:00. The luncheon will begin at certifiCates and citations by the it is symbolic of the very purpose
Elvin Crouse, Mrs. Edward
of education," Eldridge added.
the host club for the First 12:00 noon and will feature major
Willie, and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
"It gives parents and friends an
RUMMAGE SALE
meeting of the Kentucky Republican candidates as
The Almo publicity book award
A rummage sale will be held opportunity to share a sense of
Federation of Republican Women speakers.
received honorable mention with
which
in
Murray
Saturday,
April 10, starting at accomplishment with these
will
meet
a red ribbon award. Almo also
Reservations may be made by 6:30 a.m. at the American Legion
Tuesday, Aprit20 at the Murray
(Continued on Page Six
calling Mrs John Resig by Hall, sponsored by the Women's
Woman's Clubhouse.
Friday, April 16 a) 753-1993. Society of Christian Service of the
Among the guest attending will Registration and luncheon will be First United Methodist Church.
Barry Dan Stokes of 1612
be Mrs. James C. Thomas, Jr., of $4.50; luncheon only is $3.75. All Persons having items to
Keenland Drive reported the
Ft. Mitchell, President of the republican women in the area are picked up call 753-5325 or 753-5565
theft of one gold ring valued at
of urged to attend.
Federation
Kentucky
Two hour parking and thirty
by noon on Friday.
$35.00 and assorted change in the
Republican Women; Mrs. Gus
minute parking signs have been
amount of $10.00 from his car
tkrsley of Brownsville, viceplaced at various places in the
parked at the Murray High
chairman of the State Central
city of Murray, according to
School parking lot, according to
Committee; and Mrs. Waldo
Chief of Police James Brown
the report to the Murray Police
Redman of Glascovi, Field
Two hour parking signs are
Department filed at 1:10 p.m.
Representative of the State
now on both sides of North 5th
Wednesday.
Central Committee. Mrs. C. C.
Street in front of
the
11=11111111M11111111111111111.111MIIMall
McDowell, of Paducah, First
'Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.,
District Governor of the Kenand theTht Christian Church,
tucky Federation of Republican
on South 4th Str.giet by the First
Women, will preside.
Baptist Church and Swann's
Grocery, and on South 3rd Street
Fair and warmer in Kentucky
Registration will begin at 9:00
by the Woodmen of the World
through Friday except c,00ler
building.
west portion late Friday.
The thirty minute parking sign
Highs today in the 60s. Lows
is on Olive Boulevard between
tonight mid 30s to mid 40s. Highs
North 14th and North 19111
Friday 60s to low 70s.
Streets.
Paul Townsend of Kirksey has
,
Parking meters have been
enlisted in the United States
et.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
HONORED AT MURRAY STATE CONCERT-Dr. Josiah Darnall (left) was the honored ruest
taken from these locations and
Navy, according to the release
Murray Kiwanis Club President Durwood Beatty is shown replaced by the limited
Chance of Showers Saturday conductor at the President's Honor Concert at Murray State University Tuesday evening He 4., from the Paducah U. S. Navy
parking
and east portion Saturday night. Mom,as be I. presented a plaque by Dr. Harry M.Sparks, university president, as a memento of the
presenting a check for $100.00 to William James Jarrett, son of signs.
Recruiting office.
Otherwise partly cloudy and mild occasion. Darnall, an alumnus of Murray State and now a professor* music at the universin conTownsend enlisted in the 186- Mr and Mrs. Odel Jarrett of New Concord, for expenses to the
Chief Brown said persons will
Saturday through Monday. Lows ducted a piece entitled ''Water Musk" by George Frederkt Handel. The University Wind Silo
delayed ,recruitment Older youth Conference of 4-H Clubs to be held in Washington on be cited for not adhering to signs.
day
in the 40s. Highs mostly in the ((Wefts and The Symphonic Band performed during the program under the direction of Paul W.
April
10
through
17.
Also in the picture is Fred Gillum, Calloway
program. He is a student at
The fine for these tickets is two
40s
Shahan, director of hands.
County Youth Agent.
(Photo by Wilson Is mI(ey) Calloway County High School
dollars. Brown said

100,000 More Troops To
Leave Viet by December 1

Clean Up D Will
Be Held AIPa

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Commendation Medal
Awarded To Collins

Earl Wrightson And Lois
Hunt Will Perform Here

Donald R. Tucker
Completes Course

Young Child Hit
By Car Yesterday

Boots & Slippers
Club Plans Dance

Momentum Building
For Investigation Of FBI

Almo and Kirksey PTA Units Win
Awards At District Conference

Honors Day Program At
Murray State April 25

Murray Club To Be Host First
District Republican Women

p,istrict

rrEmskroLEN

Parking Limitation
Signs Placed In City

The Weather

aul Townsend Has
Enlisted In Navy
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MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS

BOSS SM IN AMERICA

U.S. politics considered
roughest game in town

Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Infant Individuality

THURSDAY-APRIL 8, 1971

THURSDAY-APRIL 8, 1971

Editor's Note: The American,
political boss of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries dealt
with the problems of the immigrant and raw, burgeoning
yoimg cities. The muckrakers
labeled him the symbol of
corruption. This is the first of
three articles tracing the
history of the politics of the
city, including special comment from national leaden,
including James A. Farley and
Leonard Hall,

who would dirnimitize their
importance that they were the
'political brokers' of the newly
arrived, and that they ensnared
their immigrant) votes in
retiir
Acnt.ually,
they did much
more. But suppose they were
political brokers? No one
stopped the rich Republican
financiers front doing the same
thing. What is more, as their
political 'brokers,' the bosses
got at least a show of humanity
fromihe city gOVernMentS, the
the first
'
itsish
first
.'ont
ki,ndfr
meof ir

poor people and their complaints.
"They had little books where
they listed every complaint.
The next day, they would go to
the various city departments
themselves, to get the things
straightened out. These factors
were called 'contracts.' As a
matter of course, the city officials would do the best they
could to help the bosses who
had gotten them their appointments."

Johnny cries a lot, won't eat
regularly-, sleeps infrequently,
and is extremely active.
Johnny's mother can't understand why and begins to think
LtD13101 & TUIR8 Mai
that she's a bad mother.
Bobby hardly ever cries, eats
at regular intervals, sleeps most
Deaths reported are Frank r'arris, mi 92, and IFtandolph
of the time, and plays contentedly when' awake. His
Shoemaker of KirbyviLle, Texas. —
mother is proud of her good
Bids were opened at the meeting of the Murray City Council for
baby and thinks that she must •
the construction of the new westwide elementary school near
be a great mother.
South lfith and Main Streets.
Both mothers are probably
By PAUL CORCORAN
Not everyone is as unThe Lynn Grove 4-H Club act won the District Talent contest
wrong, according to Dr. Arnold
Copley News Service
derstanding of the "Big Boss"
represent
Kentucky
Dam. They will
held last night at
the district
J. Sameroff of the University of
generation, were particularly
as Farley.
Rochester, New York.
at the state 4-H talent show in Lexington.
American politics has been active in politics, said Farley.
'Dr. Sameroff is studying ways
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Williams announce the engagement and
The interdependence - that
described as one of the
-What kept the Irish together
approaching marriage of their daughter, Peggy Carol, to Thomas of measuring the personalities
of
the city officials on the
roughest
games,
all
of
tainted was the Roman Catholic
Linn Carraway, son of Mrs. T. C. Carraway and the late T. C. of newborn infants with the aid
bosses and the bosses on the
by the records of bosses who church: it was their shield," he
of a mental health research
Can-away.
dispensed patronage at all said. •'What turned out to be city officials - had both its
grant from HENY's National Institute of Mental Heahh. He is
levels of state and local their political sword was the good and bad points. In the end,
the bosses got the job done. But
finding that infants have differgovernment.
Democratic Party. .
They
as critics of the "bosses" ing individualities even at birth.
To
many, the
word are a warmhearted people and
This means, Dr. Sameroff
"politician" is
profane. their suffering gave them great Tom Pendergast in Kansas
says, that Johnny was probably
City, Frank Hague in New
Qualified citizens refuse to seek understanding.
just born that way; and if his
Jersey,"Boss" W. M. Tweed in
112,01/1•TIMIS FILE
office
or
serve
to
in
any
way.
"So
They
met
the
boats
of
&other realized this fact, it may
New York, Jim Curley in
But there are those that say immigrants when they came
help her to adjust and rear her "
Boston and many others the
political
bosses of the past in; you bet they' did. They met
child accordingly. The mother
point out, the big winner often
were not all that bad - that the people who couldn't speak
Isaac Eldin Dunn,Ralph Willoughby, Jr., and Joe Pat Lee were of Bobby is probably simply.
was the boss. The question is:
they
served
lucky
a
function
language,
that
the
which
her
and
in
they
child
met
acts
as he
itoducted into the Army in the local draft call.
did the end justify the means?
does.
the last 30 to 35 years has been them as their friends. They
„Full military rites for PFC. Billy R. Burkeen were held today at
In a psychological testing
Farley says that in many
taken over by formal governl'aemple Hill Methodist Church. He was killed in action in laboratory next to
found them jobs, they got them
instances it did. The key may
the nursery
ment.
_
on August 23, 1950.
at the University hospital, Dr.
be the inefficiency of city, and
James A. Farley, former placed, they looked after them.
Buddy Buckingham and George E. Overbey, Jr., of Murray Sameroff meakes babies' temstate governments over a 100-These people had to earn
U. S. postmaster general,
attitfSchool were elected to offices at the Youth Assembly, peraments by observing their
Jgh
year period to meet the needs
National Democratic Com- their living, hard livings. But
ort.
activity, excitability, and sleepof the people. Someone had to
mittee chairman, and in- they knew where to go when
;
. Mrs. Oren Hull has been appointed chairman of the Calloway
ing and eating cycles. He think!,
do the job: the boss filled
strumental in the election of they were in trouble - the
that prenatal influences may be
Cancer organization.
vacuum.
Franklin D. Roosevelt to his district club house p rom morn
related to temperament and
first two terms as president, to night, but especially after
notes that anxious mothers may
presents a picture of the working hours, the district
have excitable babies.
Next:
American
city
political boss that differs
This may result, he feels,
leaders were there, seven government, for better or
sharply
from
the stereotype.
from the fact that anxious
"The old political bosses nights a week, listening to the worse.
mothers usually have a more
were American institutions,"
difficult labor, which may have
some influence in producing
the 82-year-old Farley told
All men should honour the Son, even as they honour the Father.
Johnny's excessive activity.
Copley News Service. •'They
Ile that honoureth not the Son honoureth not the Father which
Dr. Sameroff is also trying to
were extralegal institutions,
}bath sent him.-John 5:23.
measure newborns' learning
to be sure, but supplying a
ability. He is finding that babies
01 Failure to recognize Christ as the Son of God is to dishonor God.
basic necessity of the growing
do not actually learn anything
-,•
American public "
radically new in the first three
Said Farley . •' Now the
days of life, but that they do
welfare departments do all of
become more efficient eaters,
Students at Calloway Count
the things the Big Boss used to
movers, and hearers.
Citizens of Calloway County High
School and Murray Hig
In measuring adaptability.
do, but it's institutionalized. Nere priviliged to hear a group of School had heard
the girl
Sameroff
Dr.
found
has
that
a
or-add
icts
National
from
the
This
is called public conby Chrl Etillet Jr.
present their program during
childless than a day old can
science now, but if we want to Cnstitute of Mental Health assemblie
learn to suck at a -certain rate
s earlier Monday.
,casll them fairly, it. was pubIlc Research Center in Lexington -Willard
Order to get the maximumin Ails announced tha
. At seems as though the world is full of the hew
4onscienc
Manday
e
Murray
when
night
at
High
the
Big
Boss
amount of food and can rememthis program concluded the efrebels, some of wham are bound to prevail and
performe
School.
d
the
same
ber a tone that he has heard
acts,
forts of the council for this year.
misrule, just like the people they put down.
though it wag called corruption
before.
The girls were presented to the More
aides and materials will be
Through this and other rethen and now.
public by Willard Ails, pharHowever, one kind cf rebel unlikely to misrule is
search supported by the NIMH
"But at least, a indicates the macist at the Murray-Calloway made available the next school
the modern-day hu±kand and family man;and the
year to continue drug education
Center for Studies of Child and
Big Boss was something of a County Hospital and chairman
of in this county.
Family Mental Health, scienreason ist hat he never had a chance to rule in the
Gunga Din - he got beltecrand the local Drug Council.
Ails
tists are slowly but surely
Members of the Calloway
flogged for doing what was as encourage
first place.
d the audience to listen County
gathering information that can
Council on Drug
necessary then as it is now. But
carefully to the experiences of
be tested and put to use for chilEducation who have been active
the new welfare institutions
dren
so
as
promote
to
their
• "God give me a rich husband .though he be an ass
and general education which, the young ladies and to listen with in the council's work this year
mental health and prevent or
not only their ears but with their are,
Gnomologia" 1732
incidentally,
Lucille Ross, Poster and
ameliorate mental illness.
he
helped
establish, have put him on the hearts.
Theme project director, Mrs.
Members of the Gamma Yandall
shelf."
Wrather, treasurer,
The death of political Gamma chapter of Beta Sigma Odelle Vance, Robert Daniels,
were
Phi
introduce
thanked
and
d
bossism in all but a few clues is
Don Brock, Tom'Turner, Arlie
a matter of fact, agreed by the drug council for their work Scott, Mimi Kletzel,
Three men from the Kelley's the business,, William Lawrence,
Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard W. Hall, New York on a talent show intended to raise Hoyt Roberts,
Pest Control, 100 South 13th and Dors E. Lovett. The course
E. L. Kalb, M. D.,
drug
the
for
money
attorney
council
to
and"
Farley's adRev. Steve Davenport, Rev.
Street, Murray, have received was held for two days at the
versary when he served as continue drug education in the
Elbert Johns, and Willard Ails,
their certificates in recognition of University and subjects for the
Republican National Com- county.
Any questions concerning
participation in the 1971 Pest sessions included "Termite
mittee chairman.
Ails introduced Don Brock with
Control Operators' Short course Biology and Control", "Biting
-Independent thinking on the the local Mental Health Center education or drug programs
hteld at the Department of En- and Stinging Arthropods",
part of the voters has made the who was responsible for co- should be directed to Willard Ails
tamology at the University of "Pesticide Use. and Safety",
old political boss as dead as the ordinating Monday's program. at the Murray-Calloway County
"Chemical and PCO Equipment
Kentucky, Lexington.
dodo bird," Hall responded to a Brock explained the community Hospital or Don Brock at the local
Company
Exhibits", and
question from Copley News involvement of the mental health Mental Health Center.
"Demonstration
of
PCO
Service.
They are Sam Kelley, owner of
center.
Chemicals and Equipment".
The Almanac
As an- example, he cited the
As the girls began to unfold By United
reelection of New York City
Press International
experiences the audience
their
Mayor John Lindsay as a
Today is Thursday, April 8,
Liberal Party candidate after could see that what had happened the 98th day of 1971.
he had been beaten in the to them could happen to any one The moon is between its fir*
from any section of society.
Republican primary.
quarter and full phase.
They warned the parents to
"If I were to pick out the
The Inorning stars are Venus,
most significant change in keep the lines of communication Mars and Jupiter.
their
young
to
people.
open
They
politics
during the last 50
Don E. Lovett
The evening stars are Mercuyears," Hall stated, "I would expressed the feeling that if their ry and Saturn.
have to say it is the ma-ease in parents had shown more concern
Those born on this day are
number of the independent they may have been helped at an
New attractioa
under the sign of Aries.
voters.
For many years. I early age.
Movie star Mary Pickford
GUADALAJARA, Mexico
was a precinct committeeman
The girls said that if they had
- 9M Guadalajara has a and at the end of each election had the advantage of good drug was born April 8, 1893.
On this day in history:
new attraction for visitors `- - El day I could look over the list
of education programs, they may
Tapatio, a hotel-resort pat- those who had voted and come have been persuaded not to use In 1513 Ponce de Leon of
terned after a piieblito, or little pretty close to what the actual drugs. They explained that their Spain landed at what is now St.
Augustine, Fla., in his search
klexican• village. Situated on• a tally would be. Now I am
not only contact with education came
for the Fountain of Youth.
hill only right minutes front sure how my wife votes."
associates who only told the
from
In 1917 Austria and Hungary
the hi-art of the city, El T.apaBut in the latter half of the
good feelings. They expressed
tin has more than 200 rooms in
severed diplomatic relations
19th Century and in most of the
belief that a drug education with
hacienda-type casitas
the United States, to
eark first half of the 20th Century.
program should include all efwith private terrace, refrigeradays after America declared
political
bosses flourished. The fects of drugs, good and bad.
William La
Sam Kelley
tor-bar and ample space Afor
cities grew in population with
war on Germany.
Miss Marie Armstrong, coguests with one or two children wioespread immigrati
on from ordinator of the group explained In 1952 President Harry
(at no extra charge). It also of- (,ermany, Ireland, the
Scan- the
treatment program at Truman ordered government
LICNI=UM 1.1
MATINEE DAILY
fers restaurant,', pools, play- dinavian countries,
seizure of the steel industry to
Russia and
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
grounds ad other facilities.
Lexington and why recent efforts avert
Mon.-Fri.
other parts of Europe.
a general strike.
us sot PO011511
Chism 3.30-7:30
Formal government had have been successful where In
1963
President
John
have
failed.
These
others
Gwangi 5:30-9.30
girls
Family Eiterutnment
been structured to meet rural
Kennedy made Britain's Sir
from
unit
a
were
.called
"self- Winston Churchill
MAIM REMY GRATZ needs, and most officials were
The Man
an honorary
poorly paid, inviting graft and help".
citizen of the United States.
action by the boss to meet
The Legend Pan
)6
I
t)
In the audience participation
everyday demands for service. program, parents received anA thought for today: BenjajohaWayne
*Iwo
"The Big Bosses performed swers to questions ranging from
min
Franklin said, "He that
many of the functions for the effects of different drugs and
"
ChiSlitn
"
new immigrant which are now personal involvement to how to goes a borrowing goes a
performed by the huge Health, talk to young people having sorrowing."
Educ
raXnand Welfare HEW) problems with drugs.
Slow 11/I
(.3311.ilthii
Trucks Use Glass •
at 1:30 & 9:30
gove
t bureaus," wrote
After the program, the girls
Murray
Vv'ASitING.1 ON-- More
Farley in an analysis of
As featured in .la bo
girpatudonec
than 34 million square iget
METRO GOLOWYNMAYER PRESENTS
American politics in general'
g
ed
ndmed
psatorrofttnihci
their
knowledge(7inrnis eAr
and of glass arc used
and bossism in particular.
BUILDIDUI Or
each rear
rug problems. in Ilk' 011allGlaCt
Uri: iii MIAs
Farley, chairman of'the
DAIMADIUALS
said
that
the
6'nutit_-h lit owe!' 20 maFort., MR*. • Motripar
board of the Coca-Cola Export
parents in Murray were ex- tor lerreme haschall
111 Maple Bt. MIMS
stadiums
Corp.. continued:
' ( optional in the quality
of plus 211 nviior college locu-It has been. said by those
coestions they presentelt
hall boo Is.

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

ONE-MAN BAND IS LONELY only one left out of 20 I
BENTHAM, England (UPI(- suppose I'm an eccentric ul
No one in Bentham wants to be sorts, but I can't bring myself
a musician any more so John to close the band down finally
Houghton, 36, the
village and officially."
barber, is now a one-man band. MARITAL
ALIBI FAILS
Every week for the past 18 STAFFO
RD, England (UPI)
months he has held a solitary - A
jailbreaker
Tuesday
practice in the village ban- blamed the
recent British
droom amid empty music postal strike
for his action.
stands and silent instruments. Prisoner Ray
Brint, 27, told a
"People moved, changed court he escaped
to get in touch
their interests, had their little with his wife, who
was planning
differences," he said Tuesday. to divorce him.
He was
"Within 12 months I was the for an extra nine moilingjailed
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Nicklaus Sets Off Today On
Second Leg Of 'Grand Slam
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)—Jack
Nicklaus set off today on the
second leg of the "grand slam."
Nicklaus, who picked up his
llth major title six weeks ago
when
he
won
the PGA
championship, was the favorite
here as the 35th Masters golf
tournament began its four-day
journey over the f ed Augusta National course
Victory here this eek would
place the 31-year-o ace of the
fairways halfway in his deter-

Double By Frank Robinson
Pushes Baltimore Over Nats

By FRED DOWN
under-par 271 in 1965 and
when F. Robinson, acquired Orioles could make room for.
UPI Sports Writer
became the only man to win
It appears that the best thing from the Cincinnati Reds in young star Mery Rettenmund.
two Masters in a row when he
Harry Dalton did for the December, 1965, won the Triple As it turned out, F. Robinson
repeated in 1966.
Baltimore Orioles since getting Crown with a .316, 49 home run, stayed with the Orioles for
BALTIMORE (UPI)—VeterIf Nicklaus should win here
122 RBI performance and led another season and they were
an quarterback Johnny Unitas, Frank Robinson in the winter of
this week, he would tie Arnold
1965 was not getting rid of him the Orioles to the American glad of it Wednesday when his
the
National
Palmer as a four-time chamFootball League's
League pennant and a four- fifth-inning double drove in the
all-time passer, was reported In the winter of 1970.
pion.
game World Series sweep over winning run in a 3-2 triumph
flying
all
rumors
were
The
recovering today from surgery
Nicklaus, lean and fit and
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
over the Washington Senators.
for a torn achilles tendon in his last winter that the Orioles had
declaring that his game is in
Other Games
Three of Murray State's spring right heel.
F. Robinson on the block but no Robinson, 35 last August,
the same shape it was when he
came off a relatively modest The Minnesota Twins defeatsports teams will be in action this Unitas,
deal
materalized.
36, has set most of
went into the PGA championweek, the baseball and track the NFL's
Dalton was dubbed "the last performance in 1970 and was ed the Milwaukee Brewers 4-0,
ship, had a 1:03 p.m. EST teepassing records
team
tennis
teams at home, the
of
the Dalton Boys" in 1966 regarded as on the block so the the Chicago White Sox beat the
during
his 15-year career with
off time today.
Oakland Athletics 6-5 and 12-4
on the road. The golf team will the
Baltimore Colts. Unitas
Palmer Leading in 1971
and the California Angels
play in the University of injured
his right foot WednesPalmer, finding life begins at
downed the Kansas City Royals
Maryland classic next Monday day while
41—his rejuvenated golf game
playing tennis with
7-3 in other AL games.
-and Tuesday:
teammate Tom Matte.
has earned him almost $100,000
In the National League, St.
The baseball team will play He
entered Union Memorial
already this year—was paired
The
Vanderbilt.
and
Purdue
Louis routed Chicago 14-3,
Hospital late Wednesday night
with big Steve Melnyk, who is
track team will run Memphis where
Atlanta shaded Cincinnati 2-1,
regarded as having a chance to
orthopedic surgeons perThe
tennis
Friday
night.
State
and Houston edged Los Angeles
By MILTON RICHNIAN
forgotten," according to Martin become the first amateur ever
formed a 75-minute operation.
team will play at St. Louis It
2-1 and San Francisco beat San
By VITO, STELIJNO
UPI Sports Writer
—but before agreeing to terms to win the Masters.
was termed a success.
McNally, a 203, Houston nipped Los Angeles Diego 7-3.
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—As a with Campbell Wednesday Dave As for the other serious University, Eastern Illinois, Baltimore Colts officials were
Central Missouri, Kansas,
pair, they're never going to Boswell did have one request. contenders:
optimistic Unitas would return There are so many defects in 2-1 and St. Louis battered game winner in each of the lasj
-- Kansas State, and Missouri.
rank up there with the Siamese It was a bit unusual and it had Defending champion Billy
for another season despite this'this year's model of the "Big"Chicago 14-3. The New York- three seasons, yielded nine hits,
walked one and struck out six
twins or even Damon and to do with Billy Martin.
Casper, second here in 1969 and The baseball team, 11-10 for the injury. "With John's determina- Red Machine" that it may have Montreal games was rained
for the Orioles. Casey Cox,
out.
"Could you put it in the a playoff winner last year, was season, will play Purdue single tion and courage, we are to be recalled any day now.
Pythias, for that matter. But at
tagged for three runs and eight
least they're back together contract," Dave Boswell ask
set to go off with U.S. amateur games Wednesday throguh hopeful of his early return," The Cincinnati fans are In the American League,
hits in five innings, was the
finding
it
unsafe
in
any
game.
Jim Campbell, "that if h champ Lanny Wadkins.
again.
Friday and a doubleheader general manager Don KlosterCalifornia beat Kansas City 7-3, loser.
The Reds, who started out
•
Who? Martin and Lewis? No. leaves the ball club, can I g
South African Gary Player, Saturday. The Racers will play man said.
Baltimore edged Washington 3Killebrew's 1st Homer
last season with a 70-30 record
with him, too?"
Martin and Boswell.
only foreigner ever to win the Vanderbilt Wednesday.
Van2, Minnesota blanked Milwauk- Harmon Killebrew's two-run
before Wayne Simpson was
The reunion
took
place
Masters (1961) and winner of derbilt and Purdue will also play
ee 4-0 and Chicago swept an homer and the four-hit pitching
injured, limped into the 1971
Wednesday in Detroit where
two tournaments and more than on the Murray field Wednesday.
"opening day doubleheader" of 20-year old Bert Blyleven
season with three regulars and
Dave Boswell was signed by the
$76,000 in the six weeks he's In action last week, the Racers
from Oakland, 6-5 and 12-4.
paced the Twins to their victosty
two pitchers ailing. That's why
Tigers and manager Billy
been back in the states, starts won 2 (f 3 games with Norover the Brewers. Killebrew kit
it's
Willie Mays—No. 630
not
that
surprising
that
the
Martin said he was happy to
with Gene Littler, the man who thwestern, 2 of 3 with Vermont, 1
defending National League Willie Mays, who homered on his homer off Lew Krausse
have him aboard.
lost in that playoff to Casper as of 2 with North Dakota, and 1 of 2
ABA Playoff Standings
champions
have lost their first the first pitch thrown to him in after a single by Tony Oliva in
At this point Billy Martin
his playing partner.
eith Purdue.
By United Press International
San Francisco's opener, made the first inning.
two
games.
would be happy to have any
And U.S. Open champion
(Division Semifinals—Best of 7)
Bill Melton, who hit a club
Atlanta, which outhit the it two in two games as the
pitcher aboard. He manages the
Tony Jacklin of England, the The Racers mile relay team
East
Reds 7-4 in the opener on Giants beat San Diego again. record 33 homers last season,
Tigers and they have a perfect
foreigner rated second only to won at the University of KenSeries 'A'
Monday, outpitched the Reds 2- Mays now has 630 homers in hit a two-run homer in the firit
record right now, 1-0, but if you
Player as a contender here, and tucky Relays last Saturday with a
W. L. Pet. 1
3:10.8,
a
new
meet
record.
time
of
International
his career, leaving him 84 game and a grand slam in
Press
United
Wednesday night.
By
ask him who his starting
Miller Barber, the "Mr. X" of
New York
2 2 .500
behind Babe Ruth. Ken Hender-_ nightcap to lead the White
10 Hits, 1 Rim
The end came for Memphis golf who wins mainly money, Members of the relay are
pitchers are he says Mickey
2 2 .500 The Reds
McGinnis,
Fred Virginia
collected 10 hits— son and Dick Dietz also to their two victories
Lolich and Joe Niekro. When Wednesday night but it's just $88,884 woth already this year, LeeRoy
Series `B'
Sowerby, Ashman Samuels, and
two each by Johnny Bech, Pete homered for the giants to back Oakland. Tommy John went
you ask him who else, he says the start of something new for were paired.
W: L. Pct.
and
the
Tommie
Turner.
The
Murray
Rose and Hal McRae—but Gaylord Perry's four-hit pitch- innings for the victory in
the Virginia Squires
First tee time for the 1971
'that's it."
Kentucky
2 1 .667 could
first game although tagged f
New York Nets.
manage only one run. ing.
Masters, at 9:10 a.m., was 440, MO,and sprint medley relays
The 1969 'Knockout'
Floridians
1 2 .333 They
five
runs while Bart Johnson
took
who
also
won
their
heats
at
the
U
of
K
Pacers,
Indiana
left
10
The
runners
stranded.
made
reserved,
as
usual,
for
scotsMartin and Boswell
Alou, who replaced the allowed eight hits in the second
West
Ron Reed went the first 8 1-3 Jesus
headlines together two years the Western Division regular men Fred McLeod and Jock Relays. owever, all three ran in
Series
injured Jim Wynn in the second game.
innings and Cecil Upshaw got
ago when they were in a fight, season title, eliminated the Hutchison, the tournament's slow heats and despite winning
inning, hit a tie-breaking single Jay Johnstone and Mike
W. L. Pct. the final two outs.
albeit a very brief one. Martin Pros in quick fashion, taking all honorary starters. McLeod, now handily, none had a time good x-Indiana
4 0-1.000 Atlanta
in the eighth to give Houston Andrews also homered foril
ga
scored both of its
was the Minnesota manager four games in the best-of-seven 88 years oa age, won the U.S. enough to place.
4
000
the
victory over Los Angeles. White Sox in the
Memphis
0
e second
runs in the seventh inning off
then, Boswell was one of his series. The Pacers wrapped it Oepn way back in 1908.
Series `D'
Wade Blasingame went 8 1-3 while Rick Monday and Bert
The Murray-Memphis State
loser Jim McGlothlin. Hank
1920 PGA
pitchers, and what Martin up in overtime 102-101, as Mel Hutchison, the
W. L. Pct.
innings to get the triumph.
will begin at 3 p.m. The
meet
Campaneris had two hits each
points
and
hit
for
29
Aaron
led
off
Daniels
the
inning
with
champ, is 86.
really was trying to do was
4 0 1.000
Jose Cardenal and Joe Hague for the Athletics.
Racers have won both their dual x-Utah
his first homer of the year and
break up another fight between Bob Netolicky added 24.
The 6,850-yard, par-72 AuguTexas
0 4 000
batted in four runs to pace Tom Murphy drove in tw'n
The Pacers will now meet the sta National is not quite up to matches this season, beating ig
593rd of his career. One out each
Boswell and Bob Allison, one of
Chicago. Nine of runs, scored two and scattered
Western Illinois 8141 and X-Clinched series
later, Hal King doubled and St. Louis past
his outfielders. Boswell didn't Utah Stars, who also won their its usual lush shape this year
Wednesday's Results
the Cardinal runs were un- 10 hits to pace the Angels to
79-66.
Missouri
Southeast
the
ninimum
four
Felix
Milian was intentionally
exactly appreciate the effort playoff in
because of an extended cold
earned because of five Cub their triumph over Kansas City.
The tennis team
beat New York 130 Virginia 127
walked before Clete Boyer
and before the discussion got games, for the Western playoff spell. Weather is expected to be
Indiana 102 Memphis 101
errors. Steve Carlton pitched an Ken McMullen homered for
Louisville,
U-T
Martin,
and
singled in the deciding run.
a factor this week since the
much further along, Martin title.
eight-hitter to get the victory California and catcher Gerry
Today's Games
State
last
week
Memphis
to
run
In
the
other
games,
San
popped his pitcher a good one J30.1„ Melchioani scored 35 weatherman predicts the cold
Kentucky at Floridians
and Bill Hands took the loss. Moses had three hits.
its
record
to
5-1.
The
other
Francisco downed San Diego 7the
on the chops and that ended' points and illanny Leaks added will continue through
everything right then and there. 23 as the Nets beat Virginia weekend and predicts a chance Murray wins were over Nor
The knockout punch didn't 130-127 to tie their series at 2-2. of rain for Sunday's final round. thwood Institute and Missouri
The starting field of 77, and the loss was to Mississippi
hurt Boswell's season much. He The Nets outscored the Squires,
won 20 for the Twins that year. the Eastern titlists, 35-18 in the containing a large number of State, 4-5.
Last year was another story. third period to take a 99-91 amateurs, foreigners and oldti- The Racers golf team finished
mers, will be trimmed to the 15th in a field of 40
Bothered by arm and back lead.
at the Cape
problems, Boswell won only
low 40 scorers, and ties, at the Coral, Fla.,
Invitational
TourVirginia
moved
ahead but end of the second round Friday.
three.
nament last weekend.
The
So it didn't come as any Billy Paultz hit two shots to The closing segment of the final Racers had a team score of 1224
give
the
Nets
the
lead.
Doug
two rounds will be nationally for the 72
great shock last week when the
holes. Chris Pigott had
Twins handed him his uncondi- Moe's desperation three-point televised (CBS).
the best individual score, a 306.
field
goal
attempt from 26 feet
Other tee-off times: Palmer Vernon
tional release. The first thing
Marcoullier had a 309,
Boswell did was get on the out at the buzzer bounced off 11:58 a.m., Casper 12:28 p.m., Paul Celano a 310,
Johnny
the
rim.
Player 1:38 p.m., Jackline 11:30
phone and who do you think
4uertermous a 312, Mike Reitz a
was the first person he called? In
114, and Corky Taylor a 326.
tanight's
action, the
Another Chance
Kentucky Colonels are in Miami
"Billy," he said, "this is
Beach to Ploy th Floridians.
Dave Boswell. The Twins have The Colonels lead the series 2-1.
just released me and I still
—
think I can pitch. I'd rather
Major League &Jun:Wigs
w. L. Pct. L•13
pitch for you than anybody.
By United Press International Atlanta
2 0 1.000 .•
Will you take a look at me?"
American League
San Francisco 2 0 1.000 .•
Martin said he'd have to
East
2 1 .667 %
Houston
check with Jim Campbell, the
W. L. Pct. GB Los Angeles
1 2 .333 1%
Tigers' general manager, to see
Boston
1 0 1.000 ••• San Diego
0 2 .000 2
if Boswell legally could be
1 0 1.000
Detroit
084k,7=
0 2 .000 2
Cincinnati
asigirc•,
taken on by Detroit.
and
.
Baltimore
1 0 1.000 ".
Results
Wednesday's
"I'll get back to you," the
Washington
1 1 .500 V: Mont at New York, ppd. west
31110M-.-,"
the NEW
Tigers' manager told
'0 1 .000 1 grounds
YORK (UPI)—Curt New York
pitcher.
0 1 .003 1 St. Louis 14 Chicago 3
Flood took a called second Cleveland
A half hour later the phone strike
West
Wednesday in his battle
Houston 2 Los Angeles 1, night
at
range, Boswell picked up the against
W. L. Paa, GB Atlanta 2 Cinc 1, night
baseball's reserve
Buy one at regular every day prices
receiver and Martin was at the clause.
2 0 1.000
Chicago
S.F. 7 San Diego 3, night '
other end.
Kansas City
1 1 .500 1
(Only games scheduled)
"C'mon down," he said. The U.S. Court of Appeals Milwaukee
1 1 .500 1
and get 2nd fire at . .
Today's Probable Pitchers
"We've got a day off tomorrow upheld a decision made three Minnesota
1 1 .500 1
(All Times EST)
throw."
watch
you
months ago by Federal Judge' California
and I'll
1 1 .500 1
(1970 Won-Lost Records)
That was last Friday in Irving Ben Cooper to dismiss Oakland
0 3 .000 2% Montreal ( Renko 13-11) at
SMUT&
Pis fed.
Lakeland, Fla., where Martir, Flood's suit against the clause,
Wednesday's Results
New York (Gentry 9-91, 2 p.m.
Art Fowler, his pitching coach, which ties a player to his team Minnesota 4 Milwaukee 0
Chicago (Holtzman 17-11) at
•4=!!!
and Charlie,Sllvera, one of the for the duration of his contract. Baltimore 3 Washington 2
Houston (Billingham 13-91, 8:30
other coaches, watched a
Chicago
6
Oakland 5, 1st
p.m.
claimed
the
law
Flood
perspiring Dave Boswell throw
Philadelphia (Frynitin 8-6) at
violated federal and state Chicago 12 Oakland 4, 2nd
for 25 minutes. Boswell wasn't
Pittsburgh (Walker 15-6), 8
laws and made him, a Calif 7 Kan City 3, night
antitrust
overpowering but some of the
p.m.
"peon." His only remaining (Only games scheduled)
.N44
-444%41114,14.4
balls he threw had good
Today's Probable Pitchers
San Francisco (Shaw Mt at
alternative now is to take his
velocity on them. It was hard
All
Than
EST)
10-14),
10
San Diego (Coombs
case to the Supreme Court.
\1441Wmat
s
to judge in what shape his arm
(1970 Won-Lost Records)
p.m.
was actually because it looked Flood filed the suit last year
Boston (Siebert 15-8) at (Only games scheduled
as if he hadn't pitched a lot after the St. Louis Cardinals Cleveland (McDowell 20-12),
at
Friday's Games
lately. But every once in awhile traded him to the Philadelphia 1:30 p.m.
San Diego at L.A., night
there was that good fastball Phillies. He refused to report to
Kansas City (Hedlund 2-3) at Chicago at Hou, night
and that was what Martin was Philadelphia and instituted le- California (Messersrnith 11-10), Pitts at Atlanta, night
looking for.
gal action. Philadelphia even- 11 p.m
(Only games schedule('
Fowler and Silvera said they tually traded rights to the (Only games scheduled)
liked what they saw. Gene speay outfielder to WashingFriday's Games
.amont, the kid catcher doing ton, after he sat out last Kan City at Oakland, night
BOWLING PAY
'The receiving, said the same season.
Detroit at Balt., night
PI)--Johnny
AKRON,
thing
New York at Washington, night Petraglia,
y winning the
Martin didn't commit hirnsell The Court of Appeals, in Ha Minnesota at Chicago
$25,000 "list prize in the
bu: promised Boswell he'd hear review, said it upheld Cooper's (Only games scheduled)
Firestone Tournament of Chamfrom him shortly. The signing decision because there was no
National League
pima last weekend, Moved to
took place Wednesday with the clear-cut answer, as to "what
F.ast
within 91,200 of the all-tune oneall,
the
states
are
at
extent,
if
Tigers letting go Lamont, whc
W. L. Pct. c;11 year money winning record for
reguNew York
knew he was going back to the precluded from antitrust
1 0 1 000
a professional bowler With his
minors 'anyway, to make roorr lation of interstate commerce." Pittsburgh
win in the $100,000 tournament,
1 0 1,000
•4,10
•
The lower court's opinion, St. Louis .
for Boswell.
I
.500 Y: Petraglia boosted his earnings
Supreme
Court
000Drk If AR
No mention of their two-yeat based on an old
Chicago
1 .500 1.4 for the year to $68,153. Jim
old battle was made by ettheij decision, that baseball was Pfidadelphia
1 000 1
Stefanich of Joliet, Ill . set the
of the gladiators during theirj exempt from federal antitrust Montreal
1 000 1 record in 1967 when he won
210 East Mai Street
MN% 53-Sil
get-together or since—"It's a regulation also. was affirmed.
987,375.
Wed
mined bid to become the first
golfer ever to win all four of
the worlb's major professional
tournaments in the same year.
Three Time Winner
He would still have to win the
U.S. Open in June and then
successfully defend his British
Open crown the following
month—but that's the sort of
challenge Nicklaus seems to
thrive on. ,
He was the!youngest Masters
champion when he won here in
1963 at age 2±1, set the Masters
scoring record with his 17-

Three MSU
Teams To
See Action

Unitas Undergoes
Surgery On Foot

Atlanta Edges Reds
2-1 Wednesday Night

Sports Parade

Pro Cage
Standings

Memphis Is
Eliminated
Wednesday

M

4,42. M

•,641
412)

Gem
,.•••

Y
mama.
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1
Baseball Standings

SALE
of all
SALES!

Upholds Ruling
In Flood Case
Appeals Court

HIRE

HURRY!

4'%311C7170

GO

GOODYEAR PASSENGER
CAR TIRES

SALE ENDS
S'TURDAY NIGHT

EAR TRUCK

BOAT TRAILER TIRES
Wholesale Prices

FREE

/
1 2irice

GOODYEAR FRONT
& REAR FARM TIRES

Strictly Wholesale Prices

Affear

GOOD"YEAR

F

ASK ABOUT OUR
EASY PAY PLAN

tiLBREY'S
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PKGE FOUR

Kazizaniat,.;.‘ .1
Thursday, April 8

-

r Mrs J B Burkeen

Officers Elected
At Monday Meet Of
Sunday, April 11
A sunrise service will be held at Kappa Department

Phone 753-1911 or 753-4947

V40,0
•
40r4
/
V

The Kirksey Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church
at six a.m. with Rev. Jerrel White
7:30 p.m.
as speaker. Refreshments will be
The Cumberland Presbyterian served following the service.
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the The Easter sunrise service will
home of Mrs. Edwin Cam at be held at the Kirksey United
seven p.m.
Methodist Church at five a.m.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at the
clubhouse Tuesday evening,
April 6, at seven-thirty o'clock.
The program featured the winners of a recent essay contest
Members and wives of the
sponsored by the department.
Baraca Sunday School Class of
Mrs. Jim Hall introduced Miss
the First Baptist Church held a
Pam Robertson, 2nd place
dinner in the fellowship hall of the
winner in the Jr. division; Miss
The Dexter Homemakers Club
church on Tuesday, April 6, at
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Duff
Janet Byerly, 1st place winner in
will meet at the home of Mrs.
six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
the Jr. division; and Miss Sandra
Irene Mitchuson at 9:30 a.m.
C. 0. Bondurant, president of of Paducah announc the mardaughter,
Nancy Myers
Karen Spratt
Hargrove, 2nd place winner in
the class, welcomed the mem- riage of their younger
Nancy K., to David W. RichardWranglers Club
Calloway Club
the Sr. division. Each student
The Grace Baptist Church
bers and their guests. The inson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Euread their winning essay to the
WMS will meet at the church at
vocation was given by the class gene D. Richardson of Munfordmembers of the department.
two p.m.
teacher, Clayborne Jones. This is \rift.
Mrs. Dan Miller, chairman of
the largest men's class at the
The March marriage was perchurch with over one hundred formed by J. Henry-Heal in the
Mrs. C. C. Lowry opened hei the nominating committee for the
The Elm Grove Baptist Church
of officers, anmembers and has been taught by home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
WMS will have its general home on Elm Street for the 1971-72 slate
following
meeting at the church at 1:30 meeting of the Maryteona Frost nounced — the
The annual Kick off Supper of daughter of Mrs. Shirley Spratt, Mr. Jones for a number of years. Williams. 0 wens bo r o, at 9
Mrs.
Bob
Circle of the Women's Society of nominations:
p.m.
the West Kentucky HorsemaWs 1808 Monroe St., Murray. She is a A barbecue supper with all the ,O'clock in .the evening. -FollowChristian Service of the First Billington,_ chairman; Mrs. Association will be held Saturtrimmings was served by the ing the ceremony, a reception
freshman at Murray State
committee composed of Hugh was held In the Williams home.
Gamma Omicron Chapter of United Methodist Church held on Tommy Crisp, vice-chairman; day, April 10, at the St. Mary's University.
Attending the co up 1 e were
Wallace, Cook Sanders, Burma
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the Monday, April 5, at nine-thirty Mrs. Glen Grogan, secretary; High tchool in Paducah.
Todd,
queen
of
the
Laura
and Mrs. John Baker, treasurer.
o'clock in the morning.
BSU building at 7:30 p.m.
The highlight of the night will Providence Riding Club, is the Parker, Joe Parker, James Rose Mary Rowland and Byron
Williams, both of Owensboro.
"Risks in Dealing with These nominations were acWard, and Orville Anderson.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
cepted by acclamation.
The bride is a graduate of
Present
for
the
dinner
were
"Oedipus Rex" will be Children" was the subject of the
Todd, Route 4, Murray. Laura is
Following the program, Mrs.
Lone
Oak High School, Paducah
Mrs.
presented
by
program
ninety-three
persons.
presented by a national
Junior at Calloway County High
Harold Hurt, chairman, conCommunity College, and MurShakespearan company and Lowry.
School
ray State University in the class
ducted the business meeting.
sponsored by the MSU Student The chairman, Mrs. Nell
of 1870. She was awarded her
Boxes of candy were distributed
with
meeting
the
opened
Eaton,
auditorium
at
the
Government,
degree in mathematics. She is
to each member to be sold as a
at eight p.m. Free to students but prayer. Mrs. James Diuguid read
now doing graduate work at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bobby
Knight
o
money
making
project.
It
was
roll,
the
called
small charge to be made to the minutes and
Gilbertsville are the parents of a MSU in the field of biology and
and Mrs. A. J. Kipp gave the announced that May 10 was the
general public.
baby boy, Ricky Lee, weighing is serving as a graduate assisdeadline for collecting Betty
treasurer's report.
seven pounds 9a2 ounces, born on tant in that department.
Crocker coupons. It was also
reported
G.
Smith
Mrs.
Charles
The groom, also a Murray
Senior Recital of Tom Jones,
Interpretation announced that the general
Miss Kathy Lovett, daughter of Friday, April 2, at 12:58 p.m. at graduate of 1970. majored in
Cincinnati, Ohio, trombone, will on the Mission
the
Murray-Calloway
County
Fulton with five meeting of the Murray Woman's
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Durwood
philosophy and political science.
be at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts meeting held in
Club will be May 3 at six p.m. at
attending.
Lovett, has completed plans for Hospital.
He is presently serving as a
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No from the circle
have
another
They
son,
for
the
the
clubhouse.
Hostesses
Robert
Announcement was made of
Private First Class in the Inr wedding to Max Cleaver, son
ccharge.
Wayne,
age
Va.
The
father
is
meeting
will
be
the
Kappa
two new books at the church
fantry of the U.S. Army, 8th
of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.
Wagon library, "Edge of Tomorrow" by Department.
The ceremony will be read on employed with the Tennessee Airborne Division, near FrankWelcome
The
furt, Germany. After completing
Sunday, April 11, at three-thirty Valley Authority.
Newcomers Club will meet at the Tom Dooley and "Will of God" by The department voted to
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. his tour of duty in the Army,
contribute $50 to a local family
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.m. Weatherford.
Mrs. William Britton, general who is having financial difPalestine United Methodist Robert Knight of Hardin and Mr. Richardson plans to conThe program will be a book
Laura Todd
with Rev. Thomas Mrs. Lena Morgan of Dover, tinue his education at the UniChurch
review by Mrs. Dan Hutson. Mrs. WSCS president, reported on ficulties.
Providence
Club
versity of Kentucky School of
Tenn.
Bullock officiating.
Sophie Segrera will be hostess events of the general group and Hostesses for the meeting were
Architecture. _
announced that May Fellowship Mesdames John Baker, Billy be the crowning of the WKHA Miss Teresa Turner, pianist,
chairman.
day will be held on Friday, May 7. Dale Outland, Charles D. Queen for 1971. Sheila Mc- and Mrs. Ron (Linda) Wright,
Herbs are leaves of aroCuistion, daughter of Mr. and soloist, will present a program of Spice or herb?
Ten members and one guest, Outland, and E. D. Roberts.
Woodmen of the World Camp
matic plants grown in the
Mrs.
Charles
M.
McCuistion,
The term "spices" as gennuptial music.
592 will hold its regular meeting Mrs. Britton, were present and
temperate zone. S p ig es
Murray,
the
1970
Route
3,
Queen,
refreshments.
Mrs.
served
erally
were
used,
includes
in
the
given
The bride-elect will be
at the WOW Hall at seven p.m.
come from plants grown in
will crown the winner of the marriage by her father. Mrs. Dan herbs as well as true spices.
Cortez Byers was introduced as
Refreshments will be served,
the tropics.
contest.
new member.
Miller, aunt of the bride-elect,
There will be eight girls parAll Park League coaches will
The executive council of the ticipating in the contest. They will be matron of honor, and the
meet at Wayne Wilson's office at
Woman's Missionary Society of will show in their riding attire. bridesmaids will be Miss Jenfive p.m. This is a very important
the Elm Grove Baptist Church The queen is selected on 40 per nifer Lovett, sister of the bridemeeting.
met at the church on Monday, cent Horsemanship (written elect, and Mi.S.S Edwina Mills of
April 5, at seven o'clock in the test), 30 per cent personality and Louisville.
Randy Linn will serve as best
Maundy Thursday Communion
evening.
30 per cent appearance.
Service will be at the First
Mrs. Walton .Fulkerson gave The potluck supper will start at man.Groomsmen and ushers will
be Mark Hart of Gilbertsville,
Christian Church.
the call to prayer and scripture 7:00 o'clock. The
WKHA will cousin of the bride-elect, and
reading
from
Ezekiel
3:4-15.
The sanctuary of the First
furnish plates, napkins, forks, gr
Veoo
rnm_e
Sh
leuet
ffett, cousin of the
The president, Mrs. Earl Lee, coffee and tea.
United Methodist Church will be
The dinner meeting of the 'Twin presided. It
was
announced
that
for
p.m.
seven
six
to
from
open
Following the crowning of tbe
Lakes Chapter of the National
the ceremony a
individuals and families to come Executive Housekeepers cottage prayer meetings will be queen a talent contest will be held Following
be held in the
will
reception
held
the
week
before the revival. consisting of talent from the ten
and receive Holy Community. Association was held at the
fellowship hall of the church.
Reports
were
t
given.
the
be
will
Farrell
W.
R.
Mrs.
riding clubs in the WKHA. Prizes
Holiday Ian on Monday, April 5,
relatives and friends are
organist for this hour and par- at seven o'clock in the evening. Mrs. Charles Burkeen, Mrs. will be given to the first and All
t
Earl Lee, and Mrs. Henry second place winners. A Marshall Invited to the wedding and the
ticipants are free to come and
Mrs. Carolyn Carpenter, Richardson
reception.
were appointed to the County band will furnish enleave as they please.
teacher of the mentally retarded nominating
committee. The tertainment for the conclusion of
at the Mental Health Center, was closing prayer was
led by Mrs. the event.
Friday, Apr11-9
the guest speaker. Her subject of James
Outland. Also present for
The Good Friday Community "Adults In The Professional
Girls in the queen contest from Mr. and Mrs. Alan McAlister
the meeting was Mrs. Charles the three riding clubs in Calloway andtwo daughters, Meredith and
service will be held in the sanc- Line".
r-fb
Sarah, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and
tuary of the First Chnstiin -New officers elected were Henry.
County are:
Monticello
Duncan
of
David
Mrs.
Church at 12:10 p.m.
Nancy Myers, queen of the
Donna Spears, Mayfield ComCOME TO DADDY—Sen. Strom Thurmond, 68, R-S.C.,
Calloway County Riding Club. will be the Easter weekend
munity Hospital, president;
reaches for his first child, Nancy Moore Thurmond, born
and
Mr.
parents,
their
guests
of
Murray Evelyn Palmer, Jenny Stuart
Nancy is the daughter of Mr. and
North
The
March 30 at Self Memorial Hospital in Greenwood, as
Homemakers Club will meet at Hospital, Hopkinsville, viceMrs. A. F. Myers,of Hazel. She is Mrs. Charlie Crawford. Another
his 24-year-old wife prepares to go home.
McAlister,
the home of Mrs. Edgar Morris, president; Charlene Young, William J. Garland of Kirksey a freshman at Mtirry State granddaughter,Gunny
Florida.
vacationing
in
is
at
1:30
p.m.
Lynn Grove Road,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Route One has been dismissed University.
secretary; Lou Eva Mathis, from the Western Baptist Karen Spratt, queen\aof the
Wranglers riding Club its the
Hospital, Paducah.
A bake sale will be held in front treasurer.
of Belk's store on the west side of Serving as hostess for the
.
the court square starting at 8:30 Monday night meeting was •1
•I9I ,
a0
Thelma
Ross
of
the
Murray0. a
a.m., sponsored by Gamma
Omicron chapter of Beta Sigma Calloway County Hospital.
a
The next meeting will be held
Phi.
on May 3 at Barkley Lodge with
guest speakers from Louisville
Saturday, April 10
The Boots and Slippers Square and Lexington.
Dance Club will have a dance at
the American Legion buikling at
0:
eight p.m. with BW Dunn as the
caller.

Baraca Class Has
Fellowship Dion

Q4een Contest To Highlight Kick Off
Supper of West Kentucky Horseman's

Miss Kathy Lovett
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

FBIRTHSA

Executive Council
Of WMS Has Meet

Twin Lakes Chapter
Of NEHA Has Meet
At Holiday Inn

PeAdowat

PeA400.0.4\

Green House Fresh.

BEDDING PLANTS

ANNUAL

A rummage sale will be held at
the American Legion Hall
starting at 6:30 a.m., sponsored
by the WSCS of the Goshen
United Methodist Church. Persons desiring items to be picked
up for the sale call 753-5325 or 7535565 by noon on Friday.

EASTER
SPECIAL I
I One 8x10 and 1?
Billfold Photographs
CHOICE OF 4 PROOFS

A clean up day at the Murray
City Park will be held from nine
aan. to noon, sponsored by Boy
Scaut Troop 77. Any other perwee are asked to help with the
der up.

i
Saturday, April 10
'a
::
:An Easter Egg Hunt tor pre*Moo' to third grade members
Ay of the Calloway County
daintry Club will be held from
tin to 11:30 a.m. Each child
bring four eggs. Refreshwill be served and games
yed. The committee in charge
Mesdames Gary Marquardt,
orge Ed Waldrop, Ted
, J. Russel Ross, Bobby
litadshaw,
Ntx Crawford, and F D. Roberts

0-:

POTTED ROSE
BUSHES

ONLY

California Grown

. Reg. 114.00

Far Superior to Package Rose!

Teenagers & Adults
TOO Extra

'Love's
1
Studio
503 Poplar
L Murray, Ky.

1.

Complete assortment of Bedding Plan 5.
These are big and husky, sure to grow. No
stunted or hardened plants in packs.

Babies and Children
Under 12 Only

*le Captain Wendell Oury
ch*ter of the DAR will honor the
Seior Good Citizens of Calloway
aA Murray High Schools with a
lugtheon at the Holiday Inn at
1200 p.m.

r

Five greenhouses jammed full
of the best quality plants in town.
Its cheaper to buy the best!
OMATOES — PEPPER — CABBAGE
CAUtIFLOWER — BRUSSEL SPROUTS

Come in and towse around...see lot
yourself the quality!
•

* Complete Garden Store For All
Your Gardening Needs
GAR IA 04

TOOLS

Shirley
Greenhouses
500 N. 4th, Murray

The '['own and Courat
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins,
1500 Cardinal Drive, on Thursday, April 1, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening. Serving as
co-hostesses were Mrs. Joseph
Hendon and Mrs. William
Pinkston.
Mrs. Don Story presided as the
president, Mrs. Kenneth Ramsey, was in the hospital. The
devotion, Psalms 23, was read by
Mrs. Jules Harcourt from the
New English bible. The thought
for the day was, "Give each day
your very best and you will
become a nice person."
Nine members answered the
roll call by giving a word with
great meaning. Visiting the club
was Mrs. Barletta Wrather„
County Extension Agent in Home
Economics.
Mrs. Wrather announced that
the public library would be
celebrating National Library
Week during April 26-May 1, and
extended art invitation to the
Hornemakers to come to hear
Mrs. Helen Hodges review Wilma
Dykeman Stokely's "The Tall
Woman" on April 27, at 2:30 p.m.
and to meet Mrs. Stokely. She
asked that each club contribute
3az dozen cookies and help serve.
She reported on the state
meeting in Lexington, and said
eleven
homemakers from
Calloway County had attended
this meeting. She also expressed o
thanks to Mrs. Kenneth Ramsey'e
for making the draperies for the
Extension Office and said that'n
they could use volunteers for
refinishing some of the chairs in q
the office.
Mrs. Phil Weydener, Mrs. Don
Story and Mrs. Joseph Hendon
volunteered to serve on the
nominating committee to select
officers for the coming year.
A most interesting lesson was
given on the preparation of foods
with an electric blender by Mrs.
Phil Weydener. She demonstrated how to make mayonnaise
and shrimp dip and distributed,)
copies of many blender receipes.
After the demonstration, the club
members enjoyed sampling the
mayonnaise and shrimp dip.
For the craft, Mrs. Wallace ,
Ford explained how to make •
augar shell easter eggs and then .
"11400nstratod how to decorate a
Lthetn. This is done in the same "
way a cake is decorated. '
Members present in addition to
those previously mentioned were
Mrs. Charles Bartlett, Mrs.
Bobby Grogan, and Mrs. Charles
Hinds
The next meeting will be held in a
the home of Mrs. Z. C. Enix,
Route 1, on May 6 at 7:30 p.m.

Nancy K.Duff
Bride Of Mr.
Richardson

Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Hostess For Meet
Of Frost Circle

Town And Country
Homemakers Club
Has Regular Meet

i
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Add citrus
Combine orange sections
with tuna, shrimp or crabmeat salad and arrange on
a bed of greens.

Ladies Spring Shoes
Over 2,000 Pairs To Select From

* Name Brands *
* Discount Prices *
Latest Styles — First Quality
Sizes 4 to 12

Jim's Shoe
Outlet
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Backlash Hits Ecologists
By DON DEDERA
ANCHORAGE Alaska (CNS) - A
vocal, angry scientific backlash seems
to be gaining momentum in the national
environmental issue Jule 1970s.
Much of the spleen vented here in
recent hearings on the trans-Alaska oil
pipeline was by experts: consultants,
professors, resource managers. On
both sides of the pipeline controversy
these professionals denounced fuzzy,
subjective thinking of well-meaning but
badly informed amateur ecologists.
"Everybody today is a damned ecologist," fumed a biologist with two doctor's degrees. ''Suddenly, my Aunt
Minnie is an ecologist."
For two years now, since the great
Santa Barbara oil spill, emotionalism
has dominated the conservationist
cause. All but obscured by rabid anti-oil
sentiment is the clear scientific finding:
Marine life of the Santa Barbara channel was little affected by the spill.
Alaskans fear that similar doomsaying
by nature lovers has clouded the pipe_ne debate.
"Why on earth must we continually
account for our knowledge, and they
never have to account for their ignorance"thundered F.G. Larmine. He is
area manager of British Petroleum
Alaska, Inc. But he is also a qualified
geologist and zoologist, with many
years of Alaskan field experience.
Such an outcry might be expected
from an oil executive. Yet David M.
Hickok, director of the University of
Alaska Sea Grant program and active
conservationist said: "The popular labeling of every issue with the semantics
of 'ecology' no more advances our
scientific understanding of natural systems or the stresses induced by man
now,than it did two years ago."
Hickok blames emotionalism for
polarizing attitudes.
Outside Alaska, large numbers of
Americans have been led to believe that
a hastily designed, high-temperature
pipeline will be laid across 800 miles of
mysterious permafrost and fragile tundra, where ilsks of earthquakes are
high. The assumption of "Lower 48"
nature lovers is that vast areas of
wilderness will inevitably by devastated, and wildlife species surely will be
decimated, perhaps exterminated.
In contrast was some of the testimony
offered to federal officers by expert
witnes.sps at the pipeline hearings:
Alaska's North Slope, scene of the

1968 oil strike, is not a pristine wilder.
nem; the area has been under extensive
commercial development for 30 years.
- The pipeline right-of-way totally
will involve only eight square miles of
-MAT= out of Alaska's 586,000 square
miles.
- Alaska is no more earthquakeprone than California, which is crisscrossed by a network of pipelines which
have withstood seismic shakes.
- Permafrost, that portion of the
terrain permanently frozen ( unless disrupted), is well known to Alaskans and
other arctic populations. Much Alaska
construction has been on and in permafrost.
- The tundra, and other Alaskan
ground covers, can recover rapidly
given scientific encot7
(
rnent.
- No less than 300
arate scientific
studies are in progress or have been
completed regarding Alaska's environmentin recent years.
- Two thousand man-years of engineering have gone into pipeline plans of
the Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. Studies of wildlife, geology, vegetation and
archaeology make the pipeline route
the most thoroughly surveyed in history.

_

Ranking 'Dirty' Cities
Useless Official Says

fessional witnesses seemed to De saying
that the cause of true conservation is
poody served by ill-informed emotion
from either side ofthe pipeline debate.
.

By Marva Gay
Special Writer

levels than are found elsewhere •
in a city.
urged zoning control in
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Ranking new urban area development
to
Kentucky cities by air pollution prevent more concentration
of
levels has incurred the wrath of pollution.
He said improper
Delance Martin, meteorologist Location of large au-posts can
for the Kentucky Air Pollution present air pollution problems
Control Commission.
because pollution comes both
Speaking
at
a
recent from their operatioi..and in.
YORK ( UPI)-The
NEW
meteorology
seminar
in iirectly from generation of
-eason for the market's pause
Lexington, Martin chided of- concentrated ground taffic.
'may well be that lenders and
ficialdom and reporters for inaorrowers have caught the
sisting on air pollution ranking
Murray High School students who took part
infectious lack of confidence
"The designation of such a
in the "Human
Relations
Assembly"
according
consumers
to
Friday include David Garrison, Carol Sims ranking, or hit parade, may serve
,"
Yorn
and
Roderick
Reed. The program was in memory and tribute to
be Franklin National Bank.
a publicity purpose, and was used
The bank notes that monetary Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
to some extent in determining
authorities believe the economy
priorities fro the federal ef
is "awash" with liquidity and
fort,"directly from generation of
that the outer limits on how
Martin said, "but on a state level
much the monetary aggregate
neither purpose is valid even
can be expanded have just
though the news media may
about been reached. "It may
insist on answers to such
well be that further fiscalA
"Human
Relations Inimpis, introduced the program. questions as 'Which city in our
monetary stimulus would really
12.4
Marilyn Cogdell Tandy, a state is the dirtiest'?
productive
counter
be
in Assembly" in memory and
improving consumer and inves- tribute to Dr. Martin Luther graduate, sang "Precious Lord" Martin said since pollution is
tor confidence," Franklin be- King, Jr.. was held in the Murray accompanied by Sue Cogdell largely due to human activity,
the question of which city is
High School auditorium Friday. Smith, also a graduate.
lieves.
Two assemblies were held, one at David Garrison, a sophomore, dirtist can be answered by fin"Favorable opportunities for 1:10 and another at 2:10, to ac- son of Mr. and Mrs. James ding which city has the greatest
Garrison, introduced a film population or the greatest in- CALLEY COMMENT - "I
price enhancement are still commodate the student body.
don't know whether he
dustrial production.
Carol Sims, a junior, daughter entitled "I Have a Dream."
prevalent among hand-picked
issues" despite the sharp rise of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sims, The audience joined in singing Martin said ranking cities knows what he is doing,"
Roderick
Reed,
a "We Shall Overcome" to con- involves two assumptions. One is Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III,
since November, Reynolds and and
that levels of differing pollutants D-111., responds to a reCo. says. The company reite- sophomore, son of Mrs. Ora Nell clude the program.
•
may be related. A level of sulfur porter's question in Washrates its prediction of three
Spear believes.
dioxide might be regarded as ington on President Nixon's
Canadian park
months ago that the Dow Jones
equal
in effect to some level of actions in the Lt. Calley
industrial average appears Although the
CORNER BROOK, Nfld.
case. Calley "murdered ineconomic news
carbon
monoxide.
"headed for 950 and that the is getting "brighter
nocent women and children !din
," the (UPI)- A 600 square-mile
"This
is
clearly
a
hazardous
ultimate 1971 highs will be Alexander Hamilton
scenic area on Newfoundland's
and
must pay the price," ;dub
Institute
west coast has been designated assumption since each of these but others with
scored in the final quarter with believes "the market
responsihas as
pollutants
affects
man, bility
Canada's 24th National
the odds right now favoring already discounted much of
at My Lai must also
it." Park.
vegetation and materials in a
October or December."
answer. said Stevenson.
Because of the sharp ten-month
Located about 50 miles different manner,,' he noted.
advance, the institute says a 5
Martin
said
the
west
of Corner Brook, the Gros
seconci.
_
If first-quarter earnings re- percent set back would
not be Morne National Park contains
that a single
a assumption is
ports prove to be "unusually "unexpected." But it would
take spectacular portion of the sampling location can represent TRUDEAU VISITING USSR
soft a general reaction might a major disaster to change the
MOSCOW UPI t-Prime M1A.7, •
province's long range moun- the general pollution level of a nister
develop," Spears Si Staff Inc. essentially bullish picture,"
Pierre Elliott Trudeau
the tains, as well as unmarred coas- community.
Canada will visit the Soviet
warns. But the firm stresses it company says.
tal areas, numerous lakes, waUnion late next month, thf
doesn't mean the market "as a
terfalls and forests.
He cited studies showing that
official Tass news agency sak
whole" is sensitive to a
levels of sulfur dioxide and
lownturn. "Rather, specific
particulate matter may be three today. Trudeau originally hac'::
groups that have leapt on the
planned the trip last-Dctobei 9ja
No. 1 Freight Movers to four time lower in the suburbs
dean jewelr when the
basis of moves to stimulate
are
nt metal. not
WASHINGTON—Three than in a city's center. Martin but postponed it because of a
11112i or glued, dunk them
out of every four tons of said a sampler located near crisis caused by kidnapings of
economy will buckle shoQld the
freight move at onc time or major traffic arteries may two high officials carried out b) •
need for further stilulus wane," Hr a 1•••$.1 Of warm suds and
e%
la 11111,h.
the Quebec Liberation Front.
another by truck.
record higher carbon monoxide

Wall Street
Chatter

Assembly Honoring Dr. King
Held At Murray High Friday

- With some important. Alaskan
wildlife, the problem is overpopulation.
not imminent extinction. Elsewhere in
Alaska, oil development has not
harmed game animals: rather, some
evidence indicates the, moose herds of
the Kenai petiristtla- make beneficial
use of clearings and service roads.
All this is not to say that oil exploration and development pose no environmental threats.
The procession of scientific and pro-
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KENTUCKY

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Honors Day..

Young Child...

(Continued from Page 11
district cultural arts chairman,:
(Continued fres Page 1)
(Continued from Page 11
(Centinsed from Page 1)
of deducation and 'The city police investigated introduced Jim Home who'
From rho
involvement in a way that Federal State Market News students
determination."
another accident at 8:02 a.m. presented a group from Wmwould provide that chance," Service April 8, 1971
parents will be invited to Wednesday at the intersection of school, North Marshall High'
Nixon said. "The other would Kentucky Purchase Area Hog All
he con- 15th and Main Streets., One School, in the musical part of the .
end it precipitately and give Market Report Includes 10 attend the program,
tinued, with parents of students person, Brenda Jean Owen of program.
By United Press international victory to the Communists."
Stations
to be recognized on stage to Hazel Rouute Tow, age eighteen, A surprised life membership.
WASHINGTON — President Nixon said his program of Buying
Act. 1064 Est. 900
Receipts:
by was reported to have suffered an was presented to Mrs. James
address
television
Nixon, in a
Vietnamization —strengthening Barrows and Gilts 25c lower Sows receive a personal invitation
university abrasion of the ankle, according Dawson of Paducah who- -MS'
Sparks,
M.
Harry
Dr.
on Vietnam:
South Vietnamese forces to steady
president.
"The issue very simply is assume the burden of figh
to hospital officials where she served on the local district level.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 815.50-16.00; Randy Hutchinson of Carlyle, was treated in the emergency A bazaar was held preceding the
Vietnam
leave
we
shall
this:
the war —"has succeeded."
$15.25-15.50;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs.
Ill., senior president of the Room.
meeting with the funds of $143.70
in a way that—by our own
American forces in Vietnam
lbs $14.75-15.25;
student government, will preside I Cars involved were a 1963 and donations from local units to
actions—consciously turns the will be reduced to 284,000 by US 2-4 240-260
*14.25-14.75;
lbs.
260-280
during the honors program.
country over to the Commu- May 1. The rate of withdrawal US 3-4
Chevrolet four door driven by be presented to the Kentucky
Sparks will welcome guests to Tresa Ann McCord of 900 South State Headquarters fund.
nists? Or shall we leave in a since pullouts started July 8, Sows
Its. $13.00-14.00;
the campus, and Dr. William G. 17yh Street, Murray, and a 1965 One hundred and fifty-three
way that gives the South 1969, has averaged 12,500 men a US 1-2 270-350
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 312.50-13.00; Read, vice president of academic Ford two door owned by Wilton L. persons were in attendance at the
reasonable
a
Vietnamese
month. The rate between May 1
$12.00-12.50.
lbs.
affairs, will introduce the Owen and driven, by Brenda meeting. The fall conference in
chance to survive as a free and Dec. 1 will be slightly more US 2-3 450-650
people?
October will be held at Jonathan
academic deans. The deans will Owen.
than 14,200 monthly.
preside as department heads Pelee said the Owen car, going Elementary School in Marshall
Critics Were Unhappy
WASHINGTON—Sen. Edward
from each undergraduate school on 15th Street, pulled out from County, James Wyatt, president.
Potential Democratic presM. Kennedy, D-Mass., com- idential candidates criticized
to make the presentations.
Attending from Almo PTA
stop street in front of the McCord
menting on Nixon's speech:
Musical entertainment will be car going east on Main Street. were Mr. and Mrs. M. D.
Nixon's speech. Sen. Edmund S.
"The people of Southeast Asia Muskie, considered the frontprovided by violinist Rebecca Damage to the McCord car was McGinnis, Mr. and Mrs. Howard'
no longer bear this war,
a Louisville senior, ac- on the front end to the Owen car Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Starks,.
Romer,
runner for the nomination, said
and neither can the people of he was "very disappointed" Three members of the Murray companied
by
Rodney on the/Jeff side...
esdames Buel Hargis, Jerry'
the United States. What we Nixon did not set a date to end Police Departitient will be Reynerson, a Mayfield senior, on
Starks, Kenneth Starks, Gerald
need from the President is a U.S. involvement.
Smith, James Futrell, Joe
enrolled in the special courses to the piano, and by pianist
time certain for the end to it." Sen. Edward M. Kennedy also be offered at Murray State Frederick G. Schmidt, a Colleges and Universities," the Walker, Harold Turner, and
ideal freshman woman, student Terry Walters.
expressed disappointment in L'niversity starting tonight Greenville senior.
government award recepients Kirksey PTA was represented'
PARIS—A spokesman for the
be
to
recognized
those
Among
Thursday)
set
definite
to
a
Nixon's failure
and students who have achieved by Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs. Ruby;
North Vietnamese delegation to
date. He said Nixon's "grudging TheThe courses wW deal with during the honors program are
an accumulative scholastic Lovett, Mrs. Elvin Crouse, Mrs)
the Paris Peace Talks:
and slight" increase in the police administration and law the outstanding senior man and
"Mr. Nixon puts forward troop withdrawal rate could not enforcement. Patrolmen Dwain woman, students named to standing of 3.3 or better of a Edward Willie, and Mrs. Charles
11Ard grade elmients at the Hazel Elementary Scheel are
possible 4.0.
claims in order not
misleading
the
at
held
Spring
Operetta
the
in
Coleman.
appeared
they
as
*lured
dancel the failure of the recent Elkins, Gene Roberts, and Dan "Who's Who in American
to set a date for the withdrawal American-supported campaign Kelley will attend the school with
&heel. Mn. Baby Berri11 was the director and Mrs. Oneida
of all the American troops from
arilie was the pianist.
into Laos. Kennedy said he also their tuition being paid by the
South Vietnam. Once again, this
Phillips,
patrofolhrinurrenayT.ornmy.
was "shocked the President did City
shows that he does not give up
not devote "one word" to the
his dark scheme of militarily
"violence that this war has Ronnie Jones, and Ray Hill
occupying South Vietnam for an visited upon the civilians of recently returned from RichIndefinite period of time ... This
they attended the
mend
Southeast Asia."
shows that Mr. Nixon still
Sen. Robert Dole of our weeks special law enHut
of
his
war
end
to
refuses
Kansas, the Republican national forcement school at Eastern
aggression, which causes the
chairman, said the. President's State University. The city of
death and captivity of an ever
announcement meant 365,000 Murray also paid their tuition
larger number of American
Americans will have come and expenses.
troops.
home from Vietnam by Dec. 1.
"I don't know of a single
PORTLAND, Ore.—Portland
who could have done
critic
City
Commissioner Francis
Dole said.
better,"
Ivancie, who invited •Vice
Nixon said the 1970 allied
President Spiro Agnew to hit
campaign into Cambodia and Registration for the fall
the first ball at a new
year's drive into southern sessions of the Memorial Baptist
this
Momentary
Hazel
at
grads,
fifth
Mensimers d lie Isurth smi
municipal golf course:
had made accelerated ()lurch Kindergarten are now
Laos
the
at
recently
"We invited the vice ores• Scheel perverm in the Spring Operetta presented
being taken at the church office
possible.
withdrawals
troop
Oneida 'dent because he's known as
1 school. The director was Mn. Bobby Berrill and Mrs.
the South Vietna- during the regular office hours on
day
"The
such a straight shooter.
I White, piaidst.
mese can take over their own week days, according to a church
Besides, there is a lot of space
is in sight," . he said. spokesman.
defense
out there. •
"Our goal is a total American Children who will be five before
withdrawal from Vietnam. We December 31, 1971, are eligible
The
(Continued from Page 1
(Continued from Page 1
can and we will reach that goal for the kindergarten.
the
and
$10.00
is
fee
registration
Vietnaof
eavesaropping
program
our
through
to see it any
N. J.., class representative.
tutition is $15.00 per month.
mization."
(Continued from Page 1
Junior class- Wes McCoy of devices are attached. The
sessions are held each
; Cloveport, president; Allen Raidt committee said it would retain just moseyed along ahead of Gov Nixon called again upon Two
in the morning and one
one
day,
occasional
to
in
Vietnam
engage
make
to
North
firm
1 of Mayfield, vice president; the
basis in not extending himself too much. serious negotiations to speed in the afternoon. Mrs. Jerrel
a Sally Hamilton, of Mayfield, checks on an irregular
The Rabbit apparently sensed the end of the war.
White is the teacher.
treasurer; and Mike Churton of the future.
that Gov was more or less
A summer kindergarten
of
Block
Debbie
Banged, N. Y.,
Kleindienst Denies Bugs
by his short legs and
hampered
will be held if there is
session
Paducah, and Lindy Gresham of , Deputy
General was not too much of a threat.
Attorney
I•sufficient interest by the public, a
Murray, class representative.
Richard G. Kleindienst, who
church spokesman said. Persons
Sophomore class—Dave Curtis has joined other administration When Lady the inside dog goes
are asked to call or come by the
To
,of LaC,enter, president; Cliff officials and Hoover in denying out, the Rabbits do not even
church office for incormation.
• Higginson of Murray, vice that wiretaps were used on move. They merely look up with Alcoholic beverages con$ firesident Libby Loyd of Marion, congressional offices, said there an inquiring glance and are not ciscated by the officers of the
: secretary; Ruth Baxter of should be an investigation to too impressed. Lady, in order to Murray Police Department have
tf Owensboro, treasurer; and "clear the air" of snooping save face, bristles up with been released to the Alcoholic
hackles at the erect and walks Beverage Control Board to be
; Kathy Slater of Benton, Carol charges.
• Bayer of Mt. Vernon, Ind., and Calls for investigations came along stiff legged as though she disposed of according to law
Federal State Market News
has the Rabbit at bay. The (KRS 244.195).
Celia Simmons of Murray, class from Rep. Bella Abzug,
representative.
a Hoover critic who introolltred Rabbit goes along with the The receipt signed by Carmi Service
Mayfield. KenFreshman class officers are legislation to have Celler's Charade by continuing to nib.l Page, Field Agent for the ABC Monday April 5
tucky.
W.
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2
4
of
)
46
said
rd,
fall
each
in
elected early
group conduct an investigation, on the succulent grass.
nt LH 100 proof, 18 L2 pints Mayfield Livestock livestock
- semester
and from a Hoover defdnder,
Yellow Stone 90 proof, 7L2 cases weighed on arrival.
Rep. William Broomfield, R-Ill.
218
Frank Wright of Gary , Ind., a Kleindienst has accused Two Jay Birds, caught up with 2oz. BR,and three one fifth Wild Cattle this week
35
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this
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wine,
Irish
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representative
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student council, is serving as "not in possession of his with one, another even though htm by the city. of Murray, Compared to
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General Motors climbed ‘a to
so, in the automotive group.
I, to 627*, while
Ford edged up .
American Motors held unchanged at 71*.
Steels showed a steady tone.
U.S. Steel was unchanged at

331t•
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jipipareek
Tlieltr5t eater

new push-button convenience.
However, most of the new
product offerings, whether
updated or brand-new, will not
be available to the public for
Twelve graduate level cour
several months, and some are
Advancedtaught during trheee nrrieeg ulsaer
in
Department
way out futuristic. It may be
Murray State
ac. Mangement and Production
several years before these
summer,
July 15-2), also taught kit —
products will be on the market
• E
enta
i -enartnan.
Professor Tackett.
But displays demonstrating the
Argiculture
AGR
573,
possibilities for the future were
Pg1stration for the
among the most fascinating
ne
processing
For instance, Westinghouse win take place Monday, June
15-julyC2herry
alsc;
taught by Pr
(of
ju.William
Electric Corp. exhibited unique and classes will begin the AGR 649, Agrostology (June 15new products and systems following day.
2), taught by Dr. Beatty;
July
J
Fees forthose
Kentucky
part-time
developed in its research students,
scheduling
less AGR 670, Advanced Farm
laboratories and design cen•
Machinery (July 5-23) taught by
ters, admitting that these than six semesters hours of Professor Cherry.
products are not available right graduate wo will be $14 per AED 682, Determining Course
now, -but we think they can be
tehostuurd.entsF,om
r esefullt-etkimmge Co
re (iJnene 1V54
2)1,
ocu
altyions
within five years."
graduate
Builders were intrigued with
Si''tweezed:ft hours, the fee will taught by Prof. Eldon Heathcon;
a range that doesn't cook with be $75, he said.
AED 683, Instructional Materials
gas or even with resistance
All three-hour courses, the in Agricutural Education( July r5heaters, "the first new way tc wiligradbeuate offerings this:summer
23), aslo taught by Profesr
cook on a range in 60 years."
tuoi
elodern
A688
gri,eM
in
re
comtts, andAED
Then there was a food
AGR 537, Introduction to Pr
ile:b
al
preparation center packed with
Statistical Methods; AGR 549, Education II, taughfby Dr. LIctd
exciting futuristic devices
Jacks.
ranging from a new way to turn Weeds and their Control.
Of the graduate offerings, nine sununer term. The courses and
on lights — just touch the wall
the instructors are:
— to a dishwasher that opens are special three-week long.
from front and back to speed workshops. These are: AGR 549, AGR 537, Introduction to
Weeeds and Their Control (July Statistical Methods, Dr. James
after-meal cleanup
The new way of cooking, 5-23), to be taught by Dr. Dur- Martin; AGR 800, Reserach in
without burners or con- wood Beatty; AGR 563, Ar- Agriculture, Professor Howton,
ventional heating elements, boriculture (July 5-23), taught by and AED 680, Research
in
takes the heat completely out of Prof. Amos Tackett; AGR 566, Agricultural Education, Dr.
the range and puts it directly
The other three courses will be
Jacks.
into the pot or pan.
v
This cool-top range, ac.1•11
cording to F. R. Amthor,
On Hwy. 121
Phone I
manager of Westinghouse's
consumer product develop(Mayfield Hwy.)
ment center,can bring a pan of
753-57871
water to 2I2-degree boiling
paint through a piece of paper
without even singeing the
paper. Instead of the range
heating up, it is the food or
liquid that gets hot.

Twelve Graduate Level
Courses To Be Offered

*resented'
Mrs. Ruby
ouse, Mrs.
rs. Charles'

V.
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The Crucifixion
By RUTH HYDE
Written Especially for Central Press
IN TERMS of time and effect, the legal proceedings
against Jesus were among the shortest and most far-reaching
in history. Actually, there were six separate "trials," though
four of them were little longer than personal interviews.
Following His arrest, Jesus was brought before Annas,
political boss of Jerusalem and the former high priest. After
a short interview, Annas ordered Him held for trial on a
charge of blasphemy. He was taken to the home of the high
priest, Caiphas, son-in-law of Annas, where He spent the
remainder of the nig4t.
At dawn He was taken before a hastily summoned Sanhedrin, the highest religious authority in the country. After
listening to witnesses and questioning Jesus Himself, only
two—Nicodemtua and Joseph of Arimathea---voted for acquittal. The others were for conviction..
The Sanhedrin could convict but it could not condemn.
That was the prerogative of the Roman procurator. So Jesus
was sent to Pontius Pilate. Disregarding the religious accusations, Pilate considered Jesus' case in the cold light of
Roman law and could find no fault or wrong. Nonetheless,
as a courtesy, and perhaps to shift any possible blame from
himself, Pilate sent Jesus to Herod Antipas, tetrarch of
Galilee.
Herod promptly returned the prisoner to Pilate and the
procurator reluctantly condemned Jasus and freed Etarrabas.
The sentence was carried out aknost. immediately. Jesus
was_scourged, then forced to carry His own cross to Golgotha
where He was crucified along with two thieves. By the ninth
hour, little more than 18 hours after being arrested, Jesus
was dead.
Jewish law did not pe
rpses to remain on a cross
overnight; and Roman la
honorable
for
persons executed for politic
. Thus Pilate was able
çuest for J
to grant Joseph of Arimathea's
in
order to give it a proper burial.
With the help of Nicodemus and the two Marys, the
y'
was removed, Mustily embalmed and entombed. As was alecustom, a great stone was rolled across the tomb's entrance
and everyone hurried home to await the Sabbath.
NEXT: The Resurrection.

•

LEGALIZING HOT PANTS
NEW YORK (UPI)—The sage
who said: "Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder," got some
backing Tuesday from two city
councilmen.
Councilmen Matthew J. Troy
Jr. and Monroe Cohen introduced a bill to legalize hot

pants and the miniskirt.
They told a news conference
afterward: "We are constantly
on the alert to restore the fun
to fun city, and we are aware
of the esthetic beauty that a
miniskirt or hot pants can
instantly create in the eyes of
the proper beholder."

COMMAND POST—Communleations center helps hillINNINIker keep tabs on all parts of home via
closed circuit television. It enables her to close curtains, lock doors, talk with any ef SOO persons or
summon police at the mere touch of a button.

Home products display
ideas for modern living
By CLYDE V.SMITH
Copley News Service
Each year the nation's
manufacturers come up with
an array of new products for
the home.
The new offerings, covering a
wide range of products, from
appliances, bathroom and
kitchen equipment, doors,
flooring, interior and exterior
finishing
materials
and
automated equipment to
lighting, heating and airconditioning, are always intriguing, usually fascinating.
Tem year the new products
are as exciting and dramatic as
haps even more so.
ome builders who returned
from the recent conventionexposition of the National
Association of Home Builders
in Houston were highly impressed by what they saw.
Exhibits of new products
covered nearly 12 acres in

Houston's vast Astronan.
Many of the products were
brand-new and on display for
the, first time. Many more
exhibits were not really new.
They were familiar appliances
or equipment that have been
around for a long time. But
these have been updated or
redesigned for this year's
market
Even among the old lines,
there was more refinement;
more elegance, more ingenu4
in designing convenience into
certain equipment.
House & Home, one of the
nation's
leading
trade
pdtlications in the housing
industry, noted that "whether
the products at the NAHB
display were brand-new
simply updated, all are light.
years ahead of just ten short
years ago."
One
developer
whc
specializes in subdivisions of
luxury homes described this

ear s new product lines as
-fantastic, just simply fantastic."
He said it showed in designs
in colors, in new ideas that
stem from the cooperative
efforts of professional interior
designers working with architects and engineers.
The last decade has brought
Space Age materials and
technology to home building.
Nose-cone material, is
for Smooth surfateil coo
Transitorized timers take up no
space at all. Plastics are
everywhere — in complete
bathrooms, on doors and
windows, in siding and -*utters,
in textured floorings ana woodgrained
wall
panels.
Manufacturers are constantly
oving their products.
d at Houston.
From
• blic standpoint,
most of the • 'ous changes
were
in
kit
and
s
bathrooms — new

WEDDING PLANS
WASHINGTON (UPI) —So
much work has piled up in
preparation for Tricia Nixon's
June wedding that First Lady
Pat Nixon has had to hire a
receptionist to assist her social
secretary, Lucy Winchester.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
ONLY!

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru

SO
:I
1:00-5:00
Sunday

Ends Sunday
Evening
JAPANESE
4 18" High
I 24" Spread
a
BAMBOOZLED — Helen
Hayes fights back tears
during a standing ovation
in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
honoring her for 65 years
in the American theater.
She was bamboozled into
attending what she thought
was an event for the Actor's Fund of America and
med out to be for her,

HOLLY

Reduced from
14.95 to
S2"

i

% oFF
!BLUE
SPRUC
E
i
I Visit Your Nursery for Top
i Quality Plant Material and
! Service!
-.am.- -.N. QOM.
•

eating at lerry's is a

family
affair,
JERRY'S LIKES FAMILIES. And
your family will like JERRY'S
(1) special provisions for family
seating, (2) specially attentive
service by a waitress who enjoys
families. (3) special menu with a
wide variety of "goodies" to please
each member of your family,
(4) special portions and prices for
children. (5) special trinkets for the
little ones. In all of these ways,
and more, eating at JERRY'S is
a pleasant, family affair.

I

76 HOURS OF EGG PAINTING—P.06e Hladis, a secretary at PPG Industries' finishes plant in Cleveland,
demonstrates results ot the old Ukrainian. Pysanka
method of decorating Easter egg!. Eggs are dipped in a
variety of brilliant dyes and protected with beeswax.
Miss Hladis gays. it takes about four hours per egg, and
the eggs before her represent about 76 h9urs of work.

South 12th Str et
Murray;Ky.
ro-
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Camp Kyso
Expects 600
This Year

register for the draft. I am opposed to the war in Viet Nam
and I want no part of it. If nereasary, I will go to prison_ I
can't honestly say my "religious convictions" are responsible for my feelings, which I understand one would have to
swear to under oath in order to become a conscientious
objector.
In order to become a conscientious objector, what steps
must I take? I do not want to be in violation of the law by
refusing to register. But I know positively that my conscience will not allow me to take part in this war. Can you
help me?
FOR PEACE

More than 600 Kentuckians will
attend resident camping,
at Camp Kysoc during the sprigs
and summer months. W. T.
Isaac, executive director at es
Kentucky Easter Seal ScretV.
has announced.
One of eight facilities al Ott
Ciao
Kentucky Easter &,
Kysoc,at Carrollton,slaw in
10th year of some, in IOW
dicapped boys sod parts. be
reported.
"Last simmer earollments
exceeded caw:ties end many
youngsters were placed on
waiting lists or attended a
alternate anniima, "Isaac said.
Fifteen__ Afferent seas
beginning in May and continuing
to August 21, will serve
youngsters with many different
kinds of handicaps. Sessions are
scheduled for those with orthopedic handicaps, the perceptually handicapped, vision
impairment, the multiple handicapped, hearing and speech
handicaps and diabetes, among
others.
Local residents interested in
sending a physically handicapped child to Camp Kysoc
this spring or summer are urged
to write the Kentucky Easter Seal
Society, 233 East Broadway,
Louisville, 40202. Sessions are
scheduled to serve individuals
and groups on the basis of age
and type of handicap.
Activities at the camp include
swimming in a heated pool,
fishing, camperafts, cook-outs
nature lore, boating, and sport:
adapted to the ability,( the
campers.

Heritage
Trail Tour
Is Planned
Travel writers from eight
states will gather in Louisville
Sunday, April 18,for a tour of the
2,200 mile Lincoln Heritage Trail
tlwough Kentucky, Indiana, and
Illinois, Larry Van Hoose,
Commissioner of Public Information, announced in Frankfort recently.
The tour will open with visits to
historic Louisville homes,
Churchill Downs, the Derby
Museum, Downtown Louisville,
and the Belle of Louisville.
'The route, marked with a
distinctive symbol over some of
the three states' best highways,
will trace the points of Lincoln's
destiny -from the cradle to the
grave."
The Lincoln Heritage Trail was
established in
1963 as a
cooperative venture by Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and
American Petroleum Institute to
encourage Americans to get a
first hand appreciation of their
nation's heritage. Two years
later, the Lincoln Heritage Trail
Foundation, snsor of this tour,
was chartered.
Chronologically, the Lincoln
Heritage Trail has its roots in
Kentucky, and on Monday, April
19, the writers will continue their
three-day Kentucky tour with a
visit to the Abraham Lincoln
Birthplace National Historic Site
at Hodgenville; Abraham Lincoln Boyhood Home, Knob
Creek; My Old Kentucky Home
and the Old Talbott Tavern at
Bardstown; Springfield's Lincoln
Homestead State Park;
Harrodsburg; and Shakertown at
Pleasant Hill. On Tuesday, the
tour will include Lexington; the
Bluegrass horse farms; the State
Capitol, Floral Clock, and the
Corner of Celebrities at Frankfort; then depart for Indiana an
Illinois to complete the week-long
tour.
Tour guest include Charles D.
Oollins, Milwaukee Sentinel;
Wrs. Alice Townsend Barlow,
rhe Champaign News-Gazette;
()avid L. Watt, Discovery
Wagazine, News & Leader,
kringfield, Mo.; Richard
Dunlop, Arlington Heights, III ;
Ilin and Shiny Higgins, Midwest
Dutdoora. Wilmette, Ill.; Jory
3raham, Chicago Sun-Times;
ktm F. McLeod, Washington-Daily News; Ralph I. Hubley,the
Monitor,
ristian Science
ston,Mass.; Earl Dowdy,
e(tolt News; Dave Hunter,
çtncinat Enquirer: William A.
is
e,
s Boston Globe; Bill
,The Clevland Press; and
lack Darrow, The Warren ( Ohio)
tribune.

th

DEAR FOR: After you register, request a special fermi
for conscientious objectors from your draft board. You will
have 30 days in which to gather character re4erences from
your neighbors, teachers, your clergyman and anyone who
will vouch for your sincerity in this connection. Your draft
beard will then review year case and deride whether or not

room s mother
out for trouble
By Abigail Van Buren

Television Schedule

DEAR ABBY: My daughter is 18. She is marrying the
WSIX•TV
WLAc- IN
w sNi-TV
boy she went steady with all thru high school. He is 10,31e-Cluninel 8
Ch•nn el 5
Channel 4
ere managing the wedding but must limit the number of
THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
guests to 125 because my husband has been out of work and
Conrentioni NewsAll MV Chilidren
s•fle.
.
12 lir'
As hie worst i urns Let's Maks • Deal
we are not in very good shape financially.
Davi
01
Our
1
:00
Lives Many Solendored ThingNewlywod Game
I told the groom's mother that she could invite 63 people
Geme
Dating
-In Cstictors
Guiding Light
tO
General Hospital
:OS Another World
and we were inviting 62. She said that wasn't nearly enough
lecret Storm
41.
One I it. to ...ve
:SO anent Promise
Edge of Night
for her as she is presently separated from her husband and
Password
-2- :00 Somerset
Pyle. USING
Gamer
------71-- ..011--TartawGilligan's filend -she wants to invite her boyfriend and his family, which IS
Daniel Boone
;03..Tarzats
' ..y
Movie:
•'11 Wiid. Wild west
Cranial Boone
very large. I told her in a nice way that she could invite
"Stranglehold"
c
.00 West; Action News Movie
News Wthr.; Soorts
whomever she wanted but not more than 63 people as we
ABC Evene News
:30 NBC Nightly Navn":11S Fyymng Neel.
-7
had to hold down the expense.
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Guess what she said? "Either I have as many people an
uream of Jeannie
a
: Sparta
Arz
Sportstpowsiiiv w
6 Flo
Alias Smith IS Jones
Wilson
Pip
I want or I'll refuse to sign for my son!"
Atlas Smith is Jones
..,r0
Nabors
Bewitched
7 31I V:ifnaWsNor
Abby, he is only 19 and he can't get married unless she
Jim NaborsRoom for Grigkedadd
Svniet Lend
Movie:
signs for him. So what do I do now?
SAD MOM
Den Augtist
▪
o :311 Swing Out
"Who's Minding
sts
dB Dam Martin
The Store?"
?b
ars I, YourLife
:36 Dean martin
Mown,
DEAR MOM: Don't let her blackmail you. In some
News: ditty.; Sports
states the signature of only one parent (or guardian I is
le 10
.
W"‘"
:
'
Ng
.S"r13 Dick Caved
it
Dick Cavett
Ion=
sufficient. Look into It. Also tell the lady IT) that if she
Ms Valley
Dick Caved
Movie:
wants to pay for her own guests sbe may have as many as
"DisdiolIw
12
World"
she wants.
ratima MORNING PROGRAMS
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks ago my husband died, and
5
Morning
right after the funeral my children insisted that I go visit
COS News
:30 Morning
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
my sister in another town to get away for a while.
7
Sc.... Tethertitarnino Mud.
Bose
Sato
Today I came home to an immaculate, but very empty
a IR Today; Same TodeiCaptain rampart.
Bozo
house. I have two wonderful daughters and I love them
00
:31 Today
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
in
:SO Dinghli Neat
Mike Douglas,
Lucy
dearly, but sometimes I wish they wouldn't be so helpful.
70
.30 Concentration
Mike Douglas
BeyerN HilBoiltas
They came in and cleaned my house from top to bot:00 Sale of Century
Gourmet
Mike Douglas
10
Hollywood Savant Family Altair
torn. Every closet, every cupboard, every shelf had been
:II Jeopardy
Switched
Love
of Life
1 1 :30 Who; What: News Where Heart Is
Sant; News
scrubbed. My house shines from one end to another.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
But what bothers me most is that they disposed of all
Sing Convention; targs Ali- My Children
their father's belongings! There is not a trace of him in this
As the World Turns Lets Make • Deal
haus,. It's as tho he never lived here. There are no socks to
s :110 oars a' Our Lives Many Splendid Thing Nevirtywod Game
:36 Doctors
Guiding Light
Define Gins.
darn; no buttons to sew. My sons in law even divided up his
t
rVriort
tecretofSt=
General Hospital
One Life to Live
tools. I suppose they did this so I wouldn't feel so bad'
Gainer Pyle, USSAC
Pessword
sorting thru his things and doing it myself.
Gilligan', stand
F Troop
:SO Tartan
I could say something, but the deed is done, however
Movie:
Daniel tome
30 Wild Wid West
"Die, Monster. Dial" Daniel None
well-meaning it was. But now I have nothing to do except
:00 Wes*
on tlews
Wthr.; Sports
Movie
Mews;
:30 NBC
everrine News AOC Evening News
dust and wash my own few dishes.
de :00 Meng; Wthr.,
News;
Dyke Show
adv.:
scorn
Dick
Van
ea
:SO High Ct,aparralInterns
Thanks for listening Abby. I feel a little better now. —
Brady Bunch
:00
Nion
Chegarigi
Interns
LOST AND LONELY

4

2

:06
2

12 v.=

M Lkretoothtfl r

'3 —ir.11711'.1`'
4

5

7
ir

:SO Shame

:36. 1.Visgibrr.;
Iponirnti
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DEAR ABBY: On my next birthday, I will have to

What's your problem? You'll feel better if yea get it sit
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 00711, Los Angeles, Cal.
NOP. For a personal reply esclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

Thursday, April 15, during the
opening session of the meeting;
and Marvin A. Bowers, Jr., J M.
D., Louisville, will moderate the
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Ages Want Is
meeting; and Marvin A. Bowers,
Knew," seed $1 to Abby, Box MN, Les Asgeles, CM. NNW
Jr., M. D. Louisville, will
moderate the peer review session
on Friday Friday, April 16.
In announcing the specific
program items, Doctor Quertermous stated, "We are very
pleased that Congress
VN
Carter's schedule will permit him
John C. Querterrnous, M. D., panel of liability insurance will to be with us, as he is an exMurray, President of the Ken- be moderated by Thornton E. tremely knowledgeable legislator
tucky Medical Association, an- Bryan, Jr., M. D., Cadiz, on and physican."
nounced today that Tim Lee
Carter, M. D., Member o
Congress from Kentucky's Fifth
District, will be the featured
speaker for the second session of
[CMS's 21st Interim Meeting. The
meeting wil be held at tti0
Holiday Inn, Cave City,Kentucky, on April 15 and 16, 1971.
Doctor Carter will address the
group during the evening session
on April 15.
According to Doctor Qaertermous,
several
othe
prominent speakers will a
appear during the two-da
session. Included among the
are Carl Anderson, M. D., San
membe
Rosa, California,
National Blue Shield Board
Directors; Harry R. Hinton
Manager of the America
Nmedical
Association'
Washington Office; and W'
P. McElwain, M. D., Corn
missioner of the Kentuck
Department of Health. Docto
McElwain will adress the grou•
on Friday , April 16, on th
subject "Health Care in Ken
tucky."

QuertermousAnnounces
Plans For KMA Meeting
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GOSPEL MEETING

LDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIS

E. R. Harper, Speaker

Other program items slated fo
this regular mid-year meetin
include panen discussions o
liability insurance programs a
peer review mechanisms. Th
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SERVICES 7:30 EACH NIGHT
Plus 11:00 a.m. and 2:30 .m. Sunda

Mason
Perry Mason
Movie:
"Kist AM Deadly"
Movie

Odd Couple
Low, American Wig
Love, American Style
News;
"Break through"
Movie
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kit ke),64ea Wet.?

Z4ettii

Composite Percentage Increases of Three Areas:

POST,

WET

DRY

104% percentage increase .n
69 Cases of posswssion and
transportation of illegal
liquor (bootlegging)

Awrhiroistcon
h erish
.
The mone
the small Sr
can seat 200
wooden

37Cases of possession and
transportation of illogal
liquor (bootlegging)

78 Driving while jokeyicatimi 42Driving while intoxicated
or Driving while drinking

85%p•rcontog• increase in
All Arrests, DWI,
Armed robborioll, ;
Rope, Murderottc.

(voted, and
from aLl o
regularly f•
tion box. wh
how far-fl

A
for drunkenness
-masts
.

_86% percentage increase in Bootlegging
Driving white drinking I

history, t
tributions
visitors.

5C0?#e)
OFF

CASTRO COUNTY

744 Arrests for drunkenness 365 aniiisi.warunk.n......

1,539

WASHINGTON —
Nearly one out of every five
trucks in the Nation today is
used on the farm — a total
of nearly 3.5 million farm
trucks.

r'—`

u,

11 ,

DENISON,

AGE NIN

Many Farm frucks

you qualify as a conscientious objector. (There are standards set down by the national Selective Service and the
Supreme Govt..)
If you are classified I-A, in spite of your ob)ections, you
can request a personal appearance and appeal it.

:30 Name of the Game Andy Griffith
4.
P:idelay
T4 t
:Id Name of Me Game Movie:
That Girl
:30 Name of the Game "The Court Jester"
:00 Straw/pa Report
Moyle
Revert
Movie
Sports
News: wthr
Ilk
SOK
Wthr.; Sports
Perry
Movie:
it

DEAR LOST: I understand your feeling of uselessness,
but I assure you your daughters meant well. They spared
you what is usually the most painfully heart-breaking task a
widow must face.

wiat
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DWI and DWD_

All Arrests, DWI,
Armed robberies,
Rope, Murder,etc.

SUPER LATEX
WALL PAINT

t
2-4 Martin's
FORTIFIED
FOR

PERCENTAGE INCREASE All Arrests':
DWI, Armed ralaberias. Rape, Mord/N.0c.

HERE IS THE EVIDENCE!

PACtc

ON APRIL 20, 1971

Vote FOR Murray...
Not Against It
VOTE NO!
(MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DRY LEAGUE)
(This Is A Paid Political Advertisement)

6
"

PINTS

(The above facts wore secured from and may be checked with the fUes of City and County officials,)
If your community goes wet you•can expect an increase in drunkenness, bootlegging-, driving while intoxicated, armed
robberies, rape, murder, and the other resultant evils of beverage alcohol. This is what has happened in the three
areas of Denison, Texas, Post, Texas, and Castro County, Tess., where 'LEGAL' SALES were voted in.

VOTE NO!!

SAVE
sztoi
OM WOW

FG.SUGGESTED PRICE

SALE $,
PRICE

H

799

9

GALLON

NEW FORMULA
SUPER
So foigli If's

Bre

LATEX WALL PAINT
guarantsod•to

Made t
clothes.
tip with

last fire years. One coat
VOW any color.
Up to 550 sq. ft. per gallon. Washable, color fast driesWill
to a iboautifut finish.

on the f

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK
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*HERE IT ENDED—Winston Churchill, the great wartime leader, Des buried beneath
this simple
iter in Bladon, England. Thousands annually visit his grave.

t

Thousands visit grave
of Winston Churchill

y FREDERICK B.OPPER
Copley News Service

RIST

er

NTL'C'KY

LADON, England — Sir
Churchill has lain in
English earth of. a quiet
try churchyard here for
s years now, but the memory
o
man many consider the
atest figure of the century is
fresh.
s from the four cor
of the world flock daily to
Church of S. Martin here in
don, a village of fewer than
a thousand souls, to stand
etly for a moment in silent
ute before the plain white
ne that covers the grave and
t bears only his name and
dates of birth and death. It
lies not far from Oxford arid
only a mile from Blenheim
Palace, ancestral home of the
dukes of Marlborough, where
Sir Winston was born 97 years
ago.
Noel Vaness, honorary
treasurer of St. Martin's
Church,says,"There cannot be
less than 50,000 people who
come here every year."
Vaness bases his estimate on
the number of postcards picturing the grave, and a small
pamphlet giving the church
history, that are sold to
visitors. Additional contributions are gratefully accepted, and Vaness says coins
from all over the world are
regularly found in the collection box, which is why he knows
how far-flung still are those
who cherish the memory of Sir
Winston.
The money is used to repair
the small church that at best
can seat 200 people on its bare
wooden pews. The tower has

been fixed, the path before Sir
Winston's grave widened, and a
dilapidated cottage, home of
the assistant vicar, has been
modernized.
When Sir Winston was buried
here in 1965, St. Martin's
provided a visitors' book for
those who wished to sign their
names. But one after another
the books filled with signatures
in only three or four days so
that the expense of providing
new volumes became too
heavy.
Now those who wish to pay a
tribute merely stand before Sir
Winston's burial plot thinking
their own thoughts before
retracing their steps along the
rosebush-lined pathway.
S. Martin's is a 19th Century
edifice of no outstanding architectural or artistic merit,
though built on the ruins of a
church from the 11th or 12th
Century. A list of the rectors on
the church wall starts with a
certain John of London, with
the date 1269, While birth and
death iligisters date from 1545.
Other church records contain
such entries as community
collections, including "1663 —
f
Strasburgy in Alsa tLs in
Germany," "1681 — for the
French Protestants," and
"1700 — for the redemption of
captives in the empire of Fez
and Morocco."
At Sir Winston's head is the
grave of_. his mother, the
American Jennie Jerome, and
next to her Sir Winston's
father, Lord Randolph Churchill. The wartime prime
minister's brother and son are
also buried close to him.
In addition to Sir Winston's
mother, another grave here of

American irterest is that of
Consuelo Vanderbilt, reluctant
wife of Sir Winston's cousin, the
9th duke of Marlborough. She
was much loved in Bladon for
her charities, one of which was
furnishing the poor with the
leftovers from the ducal table.
Her remembered innovation
was to offer the food to the
Bladon poor course by leftover
course rather than, as before
her day, lumping the soup, the
roast beef and ice cream
altogether in one kettle.
But a mystery of the Bladon
churchyard concerns the occupants of the grave right
beside that of Sir Winston.
According to the Rev. John
James, vicar of S. Martin's,
when it came time to lower Sir
Winston to his final resting
place the only available place
was at the very edge of what
had come to be the Churchill
family plot, beside his cousin,
Ivor aeries Spencer Churchill
On the other side is the joint
grave of a Bladon couple,
Montague and
Charlotte
Beechey, who died late in the
last century and whose bones
now lie a scant yard from Sir
Winston's.
—sr
Neither the Rev. Jamas nor
Vaness has any idea who the
Beecheys were, apparently
utterly undistinguished and
long-forgotten local residents
whose sole claim to fame is that
they lie together through
eternity beside one of the great
men of the age.
"Beechey isn't a common
name in Bladon," is all the
Rev. James can say.

Haven from cold
for elderly
ruled legal
LANSING, MICH. (UPI):
The Michigan Supreme
Court ruled the city of
Dearborn acted legally
when it purchased an
apartment building in Florida to house the city's elderly who could no longer tolerate Michigan winters.
The high court said
neither the state constitution nor any state law prohibit Dearborn or any other
city from owning property
outside its corporate limits.
The case was taken to
court by Samuel Sabaugh
and Joseph Woloszynski,
two Dearborn residents
who contended the Dearborn City Council illegally
purchased an 88-unit apartment building in Clearwater, Fla.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—A new
policy, announced March 12, has
closed two loopholes in "draft
regulations" used by draft
resistors and at the same time
has simplified the induction
procedure for young men who,
after registering with their local
board, have moved to a new
location.
We believe that the contents of
the President's Executive Order
of that date plugging the
loopholes in the regulations is ol
sufficient importance to be the-theme of this column.
The following was released tc
the press by our National Public
Information Officer:
"The Presidential Executive
Order authorizes any caller
registrant to be voluntarily in
ducted at any Armed Form
Entrance and Examining Statior
(AFEES), provided that hi
reports to the AFEES prior to his
scheduled date of induction, and
after he has received his induction order.
"The new policy removes the
restriction
that
formerly
required 'hardship' or 'good
reason' to support a request for
transfer and eliminate the administrative requirement for a
delay in induction for those
registrants who have moved to
new locations.
"The new regulations further
provide that if the registrant does
not submit for induction three or
more days prior to his scheduled
date, he must report on the date
originally indicated to the site
specified on his induction order.
This means that men who
choose to refuse induction will be
referred for prosecution in the
judicial districts which service
the areas of their local boards.
Implementing instructions to
local boards on the new
regulations will be issued shortly.
"The result of this change in
regulations, " Selective Service
,Director Curtis W. Tarr said "is—
that men requesting transfers in
good faith will not be denied this
opportunity—in fact, they will
have their rOgits to transfer
broadened.
"Oh the other hand,registrants
who seek transfers only for
purposes of delaying induction or
facing draft law violation
charges in a different jurisdiction
will find these loopholes closed."
This new regulation will not
affect any cases now before the
courts, or
cases
where
violations have already occurred.

Q. I enlisted in the army after
registering for the draft. After
two months I was discharged.
The entry on the discharge under
"Reason and Authority for
Discharge" is AR635-212. With
this short period of military
service my question is, will the
board draft me?
A. No. Men last separated
from the army under AR635-212
(untrainability) are not acceptable for induction under
regulations issued by the
Department of Defense.
+++++

Most Likely To Succeed

Barbara Brittain

Kevin Cooper

Most Athletic

Debbie

Erwin

Paul Rushing

Shirley Hayes

Most Studious

.lanie Hughes

Tim Fannin

Best Dressed

Jill Craig

Most Dignified

Jackie Ross

toesy Rudolph

mmy Todd

Most Popular

Donna Williams

Rone

Best Looking

Most Talented

Q. On March 3, I was 19. Did I
enter the lottery on that date'
A. No. You will receive your
random sequence number (RSN )
from the 1971 lottery and you will
not be eligible for induction until
January 1W2. Your RSN must be
reached in your local board
before you can be inducted
Avid tangles while shampooing hair The obEet ,of a
shampoo is to give thetithil a
chance to wash eaclus and 4,
(-lean as possible.

Mike Kline

Span defect hidden

Patsy Hopkins

Most School Spirit

Terry Yarbrough

Wittiest

Crack in eyebar blamed
in Silver Bridge collapse

Break out Bold
Made to order for the bold, new look in men's
clothes. Buckled monk strap and perforated wing.
tip with the new look in shoes. You're "with it"
on the fashion scene.

Adams Shoe Store
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

WASHINGTON: A big suspension bridge can't be
taken apart to see whether it is safe, federal
officials said in final findings in the 1987 Silver
Bridge collapse into the Ohio River.
The small crack hidden in the eye of one of
the
many steel bars linked to carry the bridge triggered
the Dec. 15 plunge and death of 46 persons,
according to the National Tpinsportation Safety Board.
. Today's findings confirm earlier reports
that
de;ective eyebar on the Ohio side of the river was toa
blame for the tragedy.
Started by a small rust spot, the crack developed
and grew to critical size during the:bridge's 40-yea
rlife. There was no way of detecting it without removing the 55-foot-long flat steel bars "a practical
impossibility." the board stated.
TA..;;;x9141111111171111100111111111161,Wweillillir.

Jan Brower

Jimmy Lassiter

Sandra

Bramiett

Charles Watkins

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE OR TRADE

LIKE to trade or sell 83
******************** WOULD
farm, 7,01 miles East of

TRY A Fresh start this spring.
Buy a new Chevy! 1971 Monte
Carlo. Air, power steering and
brakes. As low as $3,776.64.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
South 12th Street, across from
Uncle Jeff's. Come by and see;
J.H. Nix, Charles Jenkins, Mac
A8C
Fitts. Phone 753-2617.

2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
duplex apartment, 603 So. 11th,
carpet, all electric heat and air.
me
Call 753-9135 or 753-4478.

acre
Murray on Irvin Cobb Road, and
about 3 or 4 miles from Kentucky
Lake. The farm is bordered on
the North by a creek. Another
THREE BEDROOM House,
creek crosses the farm North and
furnished, one and one-half
South. There is an excellent
bath,garage, near Carter School.
building site with a good well and
Available now.Phone 753everlasting spring, Will sell farm
A9P
4765.
for $185.00 an acre or will trade 1969 FURY III with power
for property in Murray. Phone steering, factory air, reasonably FURNISHED OR Unfurnished
A 14C
753-4953.
priced. Phone Calvert City, Ky. apartment. Central heat and air,
395-4462.
AlOC wall to wall carpet throughout,
two bedrooms. Phone 753-4331
TRAILER PARK for sale or
ABC
trade, 1 mile from Ky. Lake. Call 1971 FORD LTD, Double power, after5:00 p.m.
A8C factory air and tape.
436-2334.
Going to
Vietnam, would like to sell. THREE ROOM Furnished
Phone Mayfield, 247-8753.
A8P apartment. Couple preferred.
FOR SALE
Very
Downtown location.
reasonable renteall utilities paid.
1966 FORD Van.Phone 753ABC
Phone 753-5617 or 753-1257.
HORSES
7793.
ABC
of
Load
location.
New
SIX ROOM brick house on 312‘
horses from Oklahoma. 12
1962 VOLKSWAGEN Bus, new
Irvan. No pets please. Phone 492quarterhorses, mares, colts,
motor, new tires, $500.00 cash. 8283.
ABC
gelvings, 20-grade horses, 3
A9C
Phone 436-2181.
years to pay, Bank financing. Horses for any ocBEI THREE bedroom duplex
carpet
with
1967 LASABRE Buick. Phone 753- apartment
cession. New and used
equipment. Circle B Horse
4516 after 5:00p.m.
A13C throughout. Near University.
Ranch Alternate 69 Paris,
Phone 753-6234 days or 753-6202
A9C
Tenn. Stop and see Les,
after 4:30p.m.
1968 CAMARO SS 350. Excellent
Butch, and Eddie. Standing
condition. Phone 753-8394. A13P
at Stud. Double Grandson of
ONE BEDROOM house, to older
Leo.
couple willing to take care of
LOST at FOUND
yard and do garden work._Plione
********************
753-12'74 between 5 and 7
WANTED TO BUY
LOST: PART CHIHUAHUA and
AlOC
RENT
OR
FOR SALE
WANTED TO RENT
part Dachshund female dog. Pm'
T.V. An- Answers to name of Taffy, brown
used
TO
BUY
WANT
WANTS TO rent, modern 2- FOR SALE or Rent: Restaurant
TWO BEDROOM duplex aparttenna and stove. Phone 753and white. If found please call ment. Central heat and air,
bedroom house in country with building at 903 Depot Street.
MC 753-9269.
5058.
TFNC ceramic tile bath, completely
garden 4or Smiles out of Murray. Phone 753-7482.
A13P
MC
753-5240.
carpeted. Stove and refrigerator
NOTICE
WANT TO BUY 600 to 1,000 GERMAN SHEPHERD, 24 furnished. $130.00 per month.
A14C
bushels of shelled corn, fast month female, silver and black, Phone 753-7850.
unloading. Eugene Hunter, lost in vicinity of Story's. Reward
Ar offered. Phone 753-2250.
Farmington, Ky. 345-22211.
AlOC TWO ROOM office in office
building on South 5th Street, 1st
floor. Phone 753-5000 or 753-5595
WANT TO BUY; logs and LOST-. COLLIE,three years old, nights.
AlOC
standing timber. Also have for male, sable and white. Answers
11/heel tr12/24e
3ale lumber and sawdust. to name of Joe. Wearing Mem- BUILDING ON Industrial Road,
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co phis tags. Phone 753-9281, 80X150 or will rent any part of it.
alba
T'FC
Phone 753-4147.
reward.
MEP Phone 753-5000 or 753-5595
AlOC
nights.
NOTICE
NOTICE

* GRAND OPENING
APRIL 9th and 10th

VIRGINS GARDEN *
CENTER
Union City, Tennessee

Register for FREE Electric Hedge *
Trimmer to be given away April
10th!

t VIRGINS GARDEN CENTER:
*
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One Mile Out of Union City
on Highway No. 51

irk

Wheel Deal
hays

teti

Classified
Ads /

Your Wheel Horse
Dealer in

utriaiwir

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

McCUISTON
AUTO ELECTRIC
New Concord Rd.
Murray, Ky.

SERVICES OFFERED
FURNITURE REFINISHING
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753May5e
3045.

IT ii.11.5 A BONO;
FOR JOINING 7tiE
BEA'kiLE f3OZIK CLUB

'THE 5IX BUNNY-tchoNNIES 5
40
70 LONG BEACH !..."THE 51X
BANY-LOV14-41E5 MAKE COOKIES."..
NE SIX BUNNY-UANN1E5
JOIN AN ENCOUNTER 61COUf"

• '71-4E SIX
6VNNY-iAirraE5
AND TI4EIR

TWO BEDROOM Furnished
aircarport,
apartment,
conditioned, washer and dryer
available. Zimmerman Apartents, South 16th Street. Phone
MC
7534609.

FOR ALL your home alterations
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753May 6C
6123.
MOBILE HOME Transporters.
Local and Nationwide. Insured,
bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
Homes. New Concord. Phone 436AlOC
2197

Nancy
I WON PER
HOW SHEEP
PUT
THEMSELVES
TO SLEEP

.0.
0616

1%•14„.
111L4.
/11

rill'op

AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
'IM.Ford,Chrysler, C. Evans,
May IP
Route 3, Murray.
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ATTENTIO
LUNCH AND A TRAIN RIDE
Englarn
BIRMINGHAM,
UPI)-City Councilman Janie
Eames had lunch. with Queer
Elizabeth Wednesday when shr
visited Birmingham. Then h.
quickly charrged out of thr
formal clothes and into hi:
uniform as a British rai
engineer and guided the roya
train back to London

this 3 bedroom brick one
LARGE WELL•PLANNED INTERIOR and Central location make
2 ceramic baths, front
of the better homes in Murray. It features wall to wall carpeting,
with automatic door
garage
car
2
yard,
back
fenced
patio,
large
tile,
porch of broken
Priced under
appliances.
all
with
kitchen
room,
family
opener, foyer, living room, large
$30,000.
Has carpeting, ceramic
PRACTICALLY NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK home on a one acre lot.
double carport, 2 utility
bath, family room with fire-place, kitchen with built-ins, enclosed
rooms, good well. A home you can be proud of .
home has received
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on North 19th Street. This
large kitchenexcellent care and is in like new condition. Has living room with carpet,
two of the
vanity,
built-in
with
bathroom
main
large
extra
family room, kitchen built-ins,
large utility
bedrooms have double closets, master bedroom has carpeting and a half-bath,
room, enclosed garage. In the city school district.
with 3
FOUR ACRE TRAILER PARK with a furnished 24'X44' double-wide mobile home
trees
bedrooms. Located within one mile of Kentucky Lake. Good well, garden space, fruit
good
offer
spaces
trailer
10)
ten(
the
and
spot
retirement
ideal
and shady yard make this an
the
potential income for the buyer. The $18,500 asking price (fully furnished ) is far less than
replacement cost.
BRICK DUPLEX ON PEGGY ANN DRIVE offers a comfortable home with good income
for slightly more than the cost of a 3 bedroom brick home. One unit has 2 bedrooms and the
other unit has 3 bedrooms.Has carpeting, kitchen built-ins and air-conditioner.
A'rTRACTIVELY WOODED BUILDING SITE on 5.8 acre tract, located on US441, approximately 4 miles South of Murray.
3ROOM FRAME HOUSE on 1 acre tract, located on US-641, approximately Smiles North
of Murray. Has city water and natural gas lines on the property. Additional building site
would permit another home to be constructed without disturbing the present set-up. Priced
$5,000,
65 ACRE FARM WITH OLD FARM HOUSE and good tobacco barn. Has 40 acres tillable
and 25 acres in woodland. Good blacktop frontage and only 6 miles from Murray.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME in A-1 condition. Located near the new high school and
Robertson Elementary. Has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 1 kt ceramic baths,
kitchen built-ins,large utility room. Financing can be arranged.
TWO BEDROOM OLDER FRAME HOME with an unfinished upstairs, located on a
100'X210' lot with city water and sewers. The $4,000 price makes this good income property
160 ACRE FARM with a large 2-story frame home, located 11 miles West of Murray, just
North of Ky. 94. Has 135 acres in cultivation and this place should pay for itself after a
nominal dovrnpayment.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a % acre lot, just 3 miles S. E. of Murray. Has
ceramic bath, hardwood floors, community water system,kitchen built-ins.
GOOD 3 BEDROOM HOME with 10 acres of land that would make a perfect small horse
farm. Large metal barns could also be used as a clean-up shop. Located 5 miles S. E. of
Murray, on Hwy. 121. Bargain priced at $15,000.
WELL-KEPT 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME and small acreage, located on Old Murray-Paris
Road,4',,2 miles S. E.of Murray. Has spacious rooms throughout and features a family room
with fireplace. Owners plan to leave the state.
44 ACRE COUNTRY ESTATE features a large 3 bedroom brick home, 2 large metal barns
and woven wire perimeter fence. Home has a double carport, 2 ceramic baths, dining room,
kitchen with built-ins, huge family room with fireplace, living room, wall to wall carpeting,
8' x 20' utility room. Must see to appreciate.
ATTRACTIVE 2 BEDROOM BRICK BUNGALOW on a shady cornerot in Hazel. Has
carpeting, central heat, large utility room, plenty of closet space, enclosed garage, outside
storage shed, 106' a 175' lot, Priced $11,500.
64 ACRE FARM located at the south edge of Murray City limits. Could be made into a real
"show-farm" or commercial site. Has a large 2 bedroom stone home and a small 3 room
frame house,3 good barns,approximately mile of blacktop frontage on US-641.
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE, we need an offer on a good 2-story frame house on a corner lot.
With a little work, this could be made into a good home or rental property. Located at the
corner of 4th & Calloway, in Hazel.
140 ACRE FARM WITH one 6-room frame house and one 4-room frame house, located 71,1
miles N. E. of Murray on Murray-Eggner Ferry Road. Priced at $160 per acre. Owner will
sell lesser amount of acreage, if desired.
EXCELLENT LOCATION FOR A GROCERY STORE. We can offer the 20' a 80' concrete
block store building with gasoline pumps, stock, fixtures,2 acres of land, good solid 2-story
frame house, barn and several smaller outbuildings. All you need is the $12,000 selling price
and ambition to transform this into a money making venture.
TWO 13EDROOM STUCCO HOUSE, garage with 2-room apartment attached, small barn
and 2 acres fenced. Located only one mile S. E. of Murray, on Hwy. 121, and priced at
$10,000.
TWO STORY FRAME HOUSE,located on an 80' a 150' corner lot in Hazel. Owner asks us to
get him an offer.
19 ACRE FARM with a 2 bedroom frame house, 2 barns and a large clean-up shop with a
concrete floor. Located on US441 North and has city water and natural gas lines on the
property. Near the new industrial site.
ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM COTTAGE ON a deep-water lot in Pine Bluff Shores. Has
community water system, gas floor furnace, 1't baths, 250 deep lot and private dock. Full
price $15,800.
153 ACRE FARM WITH a 2 bedroom frame house. Has 60 acres of high producing bot4mile frontage on the highway.Owner will finance.
3
tomland and approximately/
JUST COMPLETED 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a large lot in Lynnwood Estates. Has
central heat and air, ceramic bath, liVing room, kitchen-family room, lots of closet space,
kitchen built-ins, outside storage, carport, city water.
71 ACRE FARM, near Coldwater, that has an old farm house, stable and tobacco barn. 52
acres tillable land and 20 acres woodland. Good highway frontage. Priced $15,000.
WATERFRONT LOTS ON Kentucky Lake and Barkley Lake. Excellent building sites and
located on deep-water.
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOTS in East-Y Manor, Sherwood Forest, Pine Bluff Shores,
Lakeway Shores, Panorama Shores,.fairview Acres, Lynnwood Estates and Wiswell
Estates.
SMALL ACREAGES, suitable for building sites, in various parts of the county

TO BUY . . . See Us!
TO SELL . . . List With Us!
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. SOARING TRY DEFLATED
MARSALA, Sicily (UPI)West Germsny's Wolfgang
Rudy Neumann failed Wednes
day in an attempt to cross thi
Mediterranean from Sicily ti
Tunisia by parachute towed b!
a motor boat
Adverse weather foiced Neu
mann, the world parachutl
soaring champion, to turn badl
after 25 miles. He had planne(
to soar all the way fron
Marsala to th Tunisian island o
Tiperba, a distance of 322 miles
•

-I

Fulton Young Realty
4th & Maple Streets
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:

Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;

Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

get the job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE
AUCTION SALE
NOTICE
NOTICE
"If Its Location"
FARMS
You want, call to see this com- Small Acreage with nice house, NEW 2-BEDROOM trailer on two
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
lots, located on black top road 4'2
fortable 3 bedroom, bricIlF veneer. approximately 18 acres with a
10,
at 1:00 p.m., rain or shine at
Carpeted living room,s electric story 3 beclroonf frame home. mile from Ky. Lake, 13 mile::
the Orlen Tubbs home,four miles
heat, nice corner lot located close Carpet, fireplace and garage. .8 from Murray. Has lights, water,
west of Kirksey on the
to University. $17,500.0d.
D.E. tobacco,tobacco barn, stock and 500 gallon gas tank.
Backusburg and Coldwater
immediate
Possession
ly. Phone
Ready For A Surprise?
barn, partly fenced.
Road,
Then inspect this sparkling 3 26 Acres, located 3.8 miles West 653-6529 before 2:00 p.m.
A8C
Will sell; two complete
bedroom, brick veneer, with of city limits. This farm is fenced,
bedroom suites, one poster
central heat and air, also 2 tile has a barn and a excellent well.
bedroom suite, refrigerator,
PRICE MOBILE
baths, kitchen and den com- Great investment property.
electric stove, dishes, dinette set,
bination, living room, carpets, One of the 100 acre farms on the
HOME CENTER
TV, chifferobe with glass doors,
storm doors and windows, and West side, located only 3 miles
HAMS
Easter Pre Cooked
lb.
69'
walnut table, reclining chair,
Homes
from
s2,95'
fenced back yard. Priced to sell South of Lynn Grove. This farm is
cook ware,and lots of other items
Country
Style
,SAUSA
BULK
GE
lb.
fic
at 924,500.00.
fenced, has 2 tobacco barns and is
Low as $195° Down
too numerous to mention. Terry
Suddenly Available
in a high state of productivity.
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
Shoemaker Auctioneer.
A9C
Sugar
Cured
BREAKFAST BACON
t. 49'
Here is the "like new" home you
Rare Earth
Murray, Ky. Next to
can move into IMMEDIATEL/Y. Perfectly located lot that is zoned
Holida inn
SIRLOIN STEAK U.S. Deluxe
Only 4 years old and pampered. 3 for four apartments. We believe
lb. 95`
AUCTION SALE
Ask about our rental
large bedrooms, 2 baths, paneled this is the only one in Murray that
lb. 90c
Every Friday night 3 miles
ROUND STEAK U.S. Deluxe
se plan, op to 10 yr.
family room with fireplace, fully meets all zoning requirements!!
North of Paris on Hwy. 641.
equipped kitchen, central heat One duplex lot, city school
This
week we have a load of
•
T-BON
E STEAK
and air, fully carpeted and 2 car district, all city utilities, no city
$.1.05
good old merchandise from
carport. $29,900.00.
taxes. 112')C200'. $4,000.00.
St. Louis.
GROUND BEEF
lb. 55'
Many choice single family home-THE ONLY true love you can buy.
Yesteryear
Furniture, glass, dishes,
registered
Terriers,
Toy
Fox
An older home located close to lots. Practically any size desired.
and some carnival glass,
black and white. Phone 642-1526,
PORK CHOPS Center and Ends Mixed lb. 55`
University. Stucco exterior,
round oak table, square oak
A9C
central heat, drapes, storm doors Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, 502 Paris, Tenn.
table, oak dining chairs, oak
Street,
Kentucky.
Murray,
Maple
COUNTRY HAMS Col. Lee lb. 95c Sliced lb. 99`
and windows and refrigerator.
chest of drawers, and
This 5 bedroom 2 bath home Office phone, 753-4342. Home AKC REGIS'IhRED Irish Setter
dresser to match. Real old
753-5020.
Phone
Edna
puppies,
Starks
weeks
old.
7
Phone
436U.S.
BEEF BY THE SIDE
Deluxe
would be an excellent buy for the
lb. 16`
nice old antique chairs, chest
Salesman;
Knight,
Home
phone
2437.
A9P
Mrs. Edna Starks Knight
family that needs more room.
Cut, wrapped, ready for the freezer!
of drawers, dressers, dishes
753-4910.
AlOC
Up For Adoption
and
glass.
Lots
of
other
USED DUNCAN Phyfe couch.
A large fireplace in the den of this
FRONT QUARTER U.S.D.A. Deluxe
lb.
Mrs. Edna Starks Knight is now associated with
things.
A9P
home is the center of fine family THREE BEDROOM brick, three Phone 492-8168.
Shorty McBride No. 2.47
Ready
For
The
Freezer!
and working for Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
living. Newly decorated with new years old. Fully carpeted,
James E. Travis No. 278
heat
and
air- STEREO
carpets make this a great buy in electric
PHONOGRAPH,
HINDQUA
RTER
U.S.D.A.
Deluxe
t.679
She has been a licensed Realtor for three years.
:
a home for only 925,500.00. This conditioning, patio, carport with walnut base, plexiglass cover,
Cut and Wrapped
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
colonial offers 3 bedrooms, 2 storage area. Shown by ap- two speakers, $75.00. Solid state
baths, central heat and air, many pointment only; call 753-3263 for FM converter for car radio,
. Mrs. Knight is the daughter of
* ALL MEAT U.S.D.A. INSPECTED * 10, 10:00 a.m., eight miles North
of Murray and two miles west of
built-in appliances, 2 car carport, appointment. Located at 1625 925.00. Phone 753-4806.
A9P
Almo Heights, off Hwy. 641, at
Al3C
paved drive and large corner lot. Catalina Drive.
Mr. & Mrs. Urban Starks and is married to
lb.
Mrs. R. D. (DeetT MëlDaniel
Call 753-4342.
THE PLACE to buy those good
farm.
Due
to
death
the
of Mr.
Why April Fool Around?
ONE ACRE Lot with shade trees, Norge and Gibson appliances, no
Newell Sam Knight. They have three children,
with a '5.00 purchase
McDaniel the following will be
See this 3 bedroom brick veneer 5 peach trees, garden, well with big sale, just low prices every
sold; DC Case tractor, three
today. Central heat and air, 11
Sammy, Jerry, and Donna.
/
2 pump in it, natural gas. On High- day. Rowland Refrigeration
bottom plows, two row planter,
baths, drapes and garbage way 641, near Thweatt's Service Sales and Service, 110 South 12th
discs,
cultivator,
harrow, seeder,
disposal. Located close to Station. Phone 753-8469 after 3:30 Street.
May6C
Edna invites you to call her at
109 N. 5th Street Murray, Ky.
six row *eed sprayer, one year
Robertson school. Priced in the p.m.
A1OP
old.
40
to
50
foot
low 20's.
elevator, power
Donald R. Tucker's office, located
hold digger, corn picker, new
The Everything House
Ideal manure spreader and
FOR SALE
WARDS 14 HP
This 4 bedroom, 2/
FOR SALE
1
2 bath truly HOUSES;
at 502 Maple, or phone Edna,
mower, Ford dump truck, steel
does have everything. Family 2 BEDROOM frame house,
VARIBLE SPEED
located
ELECTRI
on
two
NORMA
acre
C
lot
bass
near
Flint
guitar,
50 FT. "CARRI-Craft" house grain trailer (hydraulic),
Mom with fire-place, living
753-4342.
GARDEN
and Paris bass boom amplifier. boat hull. Twin Mercruiser 150's. wagons, rubber and steel tire,
room, dining room, breakfast Church.
2
BEDROO
M frame house,
Good condition. Phone 753-1911 Power shift and steering.
room and 2 car garage. Lots ..of
Mount hammer mill, large two horse
TRACTOR
after 3:15 p.m.
storatrt, fully equipped kitchen. electric and wood heat, well
ASP house trailer and have year rubber tire drege cart, electric
NOTICE
Your Choice of
HELP WANTED
Located in new high school area. water, spring fed pond. Located
round lake home. Ideal fortmotors, gasoline engine battery
on 3-4 ACRE lot near New ConJERSEY COW, four years old student quarters. Mayfield,
42" or 4!" Cut
See And Sell Yourself
and
electric
fencers,
large
hand
2474
ELECTROLUX SALES & ger LADY WANTED to do light house(
with nine week old heifer calf. 6878 after 600 p.m. or
Large brick home in New High cord, Ky.
s108/
weekend- truck, eight hole hog feeder, vice, Box
213, Murray, Ky. C. M. work and stay with 6 and 13 year
Phone
489-2510
after
5:00
School area. Living room, dining 4 BEDROOM very modern two
chain hoist, new lumber, leather
s.
Montgo
mery
AlOP
Ward
p.m.
room, family room with fire- story brick veneer home, carA8P
harness, horse shoeing and other Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- old girls four or five days weekly.
mington, Kentucky.
510 Main 753-1966
Aprill2( If interested call Linda Emerson
place, large modern kitchen with peted, two baths, formal dining
SPECIAL ON Men's silk and wool shop tools, cattle oiler, Black and
14 FOOT ALUMINUM boat, set of suits. New shipment
753-1275.
dishwasher, disposal, lots of room. Priced to sell. Located on
Decker
drill and saw, 660 COMING SOON
Al2C
just arrived,
to Murray,
3
4 acre near Coldwater.
oars. Good fishing boat. Price $49.95. Shirts; ties; pants;
cabinets and pantry. Four car- /
Remington saw, Red Top and Brandon campers,
belts
aluminum
STEWART
WARNER
FULL
OR
greasing
Part
reasonable. Phone 753-6040. A8C and etc. Ladies sportswear
time as Fashion
peted bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, 3 BEDROOM brick veneer home,
, nylon other seed, binder twine, 10x15 covers and campers built to fit
Show Director for Sarah
electric heat, tile bath, a real equipment. Three piece set.
central heat and air.
and polyester slacks as low as foot wagon sheet, two large house your pick up. 753-6583 or 437Coventry Jewelry. Complete kit
good buy. Located on 1625 Excellent condition. Phone 436Ponies And Children
$4.99. Flower's Factory Outlet, jacks, new stainless steel 4252.
A8P furnished. No delivery, no
2323.
A9C 1969 MOBILE HOME, 123(64. 118 East
Will love this 11
/
2 acre fenced lot. Catalina.
Washington, Paris, emasculator, log chains, large
collecting, no investments. Earn
Good condition. Phone 4893 bedrown with aluminum siding, 3 BEDROOM brick veneer home.
Tenn.
1TP tool box, dye cutting set, com- TWO YEAR old grey full blooded money
while you wear free
2 car gabge, beautiful hardwood Dish-washer, built-in stove, tile FULLY CUSTOMIZED 1970 2156.
TFC
plete. Dog house, large and small
Persian cat. Will give away, jewelry. Phone 753-3056 or 753bath, marble entrance. Located Triumph. Sharp!!! Phone 753floors. Priced at 922,000.00.
FLUFFY SOFT and bright are treated post, feeders, horse
house broken. Phone 7536735.
A8C
across from Fair Grounds. 3421 after 4:00p.m.
Country Living
AlOP AVAILABLE NOW. 12 foot wide carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. drawn tools, endless belt, wire,
1593.
Al4C
modern mobile home on private Rent electric shampooe
In this 3 bedroom on large lot, 4 NEW 3 bedroom home with bath
an&
many other small items.
r $1.
CLEANING LADY, one day per
miles east of Murray on Hwy. 121. and Lz, electric heat. Located :3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from lot. Phone 753-8333.
A8C Western Auto, "Home of The Possibly some good hay. Also,
BOAT AND Mobile Home In- week. Phone 753-2522.
A8C
Electric heat, city water, and near Locust Grove on 120X412 lot certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
Wishing Well."
A 10C Rebeca range cookstove, nice old surance Low rates, broad
garage. Just listed, so call us with shade trees.
maple furniture, dough tray, coverage,
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish 12 FT ALUMINUM Jon boat,
excellent claim ser- BE A MONEY maker as well as a
today. Priced right at $13,000.00. 3 BEDROOM brick veneer home Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, heavy gauge,one year old. Phone MOTORCYC1E-1965
matched real old picture frames vice.
Check
with us before you homemaker. Earn up to $3.00 per
with
Don
Roach
electric
heat and has a V. A. complete with fish, (cheap).
at 753-5971 after 5:00 Bridgestone 90cc. Good con- with hand-painted pictures, wash
Take The Worry Out
hour as a Vanda Beauty Counbuy.
p.m.
A8C dition. Call 753-2263 after 4 p.m. kettles, jugs, jars, lawn furOf being close. 3 bedroom, brick Loan. Located 1657 Ryan. By Phone 753-1862.
selor. Phone 753-1711.
Apri122(
AK
Galloway
Insurance
&
Real
veneer, located on Stella-Kirksey appointment only.
or any time Saturday.
1TP niture, hair dryer, mangle and Estate Agency
FARMS;
CUB TRACTOR. Side mount SIAMESE
Road. Carpets, dishwasher, builtMaytag washer and many other Murray,
KITTEN, Full
Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C MAID: APPLY in person after.
in range and oven, family room 40 ACRES with 7 acres corn mower, grader blade, plow, blooded, house
FORMALS. FOUR long, one decorative items. Drinks and
9:00 a.m. at Mid Towner Motel,'
broken.
Nice
base, .22 tobacco base, stock cultivators, harrows. Phone 753with fire-place and large lot.
served.
FOR LEASE
Not
Easter gift. Phone 753-1348. A9C short, size 9. Also Pennyrich sandwiches
South 12th Street.
A9C•
barn, tobacco barn, and a real 3970.
A20C
Bras, and lingerie. Pennyrich responsible in case of accident.
Tired Of Renting?
nice two bedroom dwelling.
W. Shoemaker Auctioneer. For AIR CURED Tobacco base, .64
Then call us on this cozy 2
consultant, Janie Rose, 767Located on Wadesboro Road. WESTIN
information or auction service hundreds acre. Phone 489-2510 ATI:RACTTVE POSITION; man
bedroom frame in a good neighGHOUSE STOVE, ONE SET 3-12 inch flat bottom 4170.
AlOC
5 ACRE farm open land, fenced,
dial 753-3375.
A9C after 5:00p.m.
A8P or woman; good personality and
borhood. The inside is in exdouble oven, excellent condition; Ferguson plows. Phone 435-4042
appeararitk ready to accept
located on Old Murray and New
A8C SAWDUST HORSE fertilizer.
cellent condition, outside paint
dinette set with four chairs; evenings.
ncord Road.
position inlmediately if selected.
Good
needed.
assortment of drapes and curfor gardens, flowers or
Guaranteed income with opr
0 ACRE farm with three
tains; also 2Li h.p. Johnson NICE WHITE four year old mare Yards. Phone 753-1348.
If Line Busy
AlOC
bedroom trailer, outbuilding
portunity for advancement.
and colt six months. Phone 753Keep Trying. Every one will be
motor. Phone 753-1288.
A9C
equipped with water for hogs.
Insurance and retirement plan
1778 mornings between 8:00 and USED SEWING
calling to find out about this 3
machine,
available. For interview for local
Near
New
12:00, or nights after 5:00
Providence.
bedroom brick at 312 Woodlawn.
electric, Kenmore. Attachments,
COMPLETE 10 Gallon aquarium p.m.
position, write fully, giving phone
APPROXI
MATELY
5
acres
near
A8P buttonholer, cabinet. Good
Price reduced for quick sale.
Highway 68 and 80. with septic with light and top, heater, pump,
number to Ray Shreve, Box 726,
condition.
97,300.00
Days,
762-2795 or 753back ground, underground filter, CLEAN
Mayfield, Ky.
A9C
YOUR rugs and carpet,8457 after 3:30p.m.
Will buy • this house and lot, tank and cistern.
air hoses, artificial plants and with
LOTS;
TREWAX.
Rent shampooer
located at 103 Spruce Street. This
TWO vacant lots on Highway 121 gravel. Phone 767-6294.
A9C and sa#e money at Purdom's
PART-TIME safety consultant
2 bedroom frame is available for
FOUR ROW John Deere drill in
about 3 miles south east from.,
Inc.
A8C good condition Phone 492needed.
sinuriediate occupancy.
No
experience
Murray.
Size
105X210. 1965 FORD 3/4 ton pickup, 10v2
' 8237.
necessary. Earn $50.00 to $80.00
Better Than The Book!
AlOC
LOT in Kingswood on Kingsway4foot, Vista-Liner camper, lots of
and up weekly showing a 15
Duplex Apartments are a great
ONE BEDROOM trailer, all
Street.
Size
KIOX 150. extras. Phone 753-8136.
ASP electric, good condition. Blonde 1 1968 STAHCRAFT hardtop Ient
minute film twice an evening.
investment, buy this one for an
SEVERAL lake lots, some with
Phone 753-6759.
excellent return on your money. 2
paneling throughout, carpet on , camping trailer, sleeps eight;
AlOC
two and three bedroom trailers,
two dinettes, sink, ice box, gas
Ince 1925
bedroom each side. Close to
living room. 18,000 BTU airlocated at Barkley Shores, Pine
if it's musical . .it's at
DEPENDABLE WORKER for
shopping center. Only $19,000.00.
conditioner, large electrit Istove,furnace built-in; new spare
Bluff Shores, and near New
I.EACH'S MUSIC & TV
wheel alignment business. ExAdd $150.00 A Month
heater. $1,000.00.Phone 345-2273 tire and gas tank included. Exoncord.
Now in the Dixieland
cellent condition. $1700 original
perience preferred, but not
To your income and keep your
or 345-2903.
A9C
Wayne B. Wilson. Wilson Ins. &
Shopping Center
price, will sell $1000. Phone 753necessary. Phone 753-4487 after
wife content. Well located duplex,
Real Estate Member Multiple
Phone-753-7575
9781.
AlOC
five p.m.
only 1 year old. I.ive in one side
AlOC
1970
YAMAHA,
200 cs3c. 13501
Listing). Phones; Office 753-3263
and rent the other. 3 bedrooms to
& Home 753-5086. Salesmen: CLEAN CARYKIS the save anu miles. Phone 753-6667 after 5:00
NOTICE
INCOME TOO Small? Relieve
each unit, central heat and air,
.412P,
Larry Wilson & Bill Adams. A9C safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent p.m.
the pressure on your budget-sell
and utility room in each unit.
electric shampooer $1. Big
Rawleigh Household Products.
Priced reasonable for excellent
K.
SMALL
AlOC
ELECTRIC Organ
NOTICE
NOTICE
For information write giving
investment
Excellent condition. Phone 753Regardless of the
phone no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
A8P I
32 PIGS. Will sell one or all. Call 4968.
reason people drink
Co., Freeport, Ill., or call 815-232Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, 502
753-1389 or 753-3925.
alcoholic beverages,
ASP ELECTRI
4161.
ITC
Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky.
C RANGES; one 30
S
PAC
the only reason a
Office phone, 7534342 Home
inch and one 40 inch. Both in Rood
time fo
1968 MOBILE Home, twelve
person becomes an
Phone 753-5020. Edna Starks
condition. Dunn's T.V. & ApWANTED: WAITRF-SS full tirne
wide, with wall to wall carpet and
ALCOHOLIC IS by
Knight, Salesman; Home phone
pliance, 118 South 12th Street,
at.
Jerry's Restaurant. Apply in
air-eenditioned. Excellent
PANT
drinking ALCOHOLIC
753.4910.
A IOC.
Murray.
ri1X.
person,South 12th Street.
A9C
condition. Price $3,200.00. Phone
beverages
.
UP
753-6737 after 5:00p.m.
A8C
VOTE NO-VOTE .1511Y I
FOR
SALE OR RENT
PENTA TREATED lumber.
('OTTo.GE ON Kentucky Lake.
April 20
Resistant to rot and termites
large three bedroom, completely
1971 HONDA Motorcycle, CB 350, Ideal for
Murray-Calloway
TWO BEDROOM House with airboat docks and any
modern, total electric, air120 actual miles. $725.00. Phone weather
County
Dry League
conditioner and garage attached.
Murray
exposed
uses.
101
Maple
St
,53-3642
conditioned, all utilities. On large
753-1343 between 8:00 a.m. and Lumber
For sale or rent. Available May
Co., Maple Street,
paid political advertisement
lot. $8.500 00. Phone 753-6825 A8C
5:00p.m.
A9C Murray,Ky.
1st Days, phone 753-2573, nights
IT('
phone 753-1628
A1OP

Shroat Meat
Market

Would Like To Provide
Your Easter Needs
for

p

FREE!! 1

SAUSAGE

SHROAT MEAT MARKET

BOY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
FOR

PAPER
ROUTE

Hughes Paint
Store

APPLY AT

THE a LEDGER & TIMES\

OS

THURSDAY—APRIL 8, 1971

HE: LEDGER & TIMES —NURRAY, KENTUCKY

PA;- 1 WI- 1,NT

OVEN

Come hi and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

TERMS
NOW! EASY CREDIT
rday __ __ 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

99,000
l'f1MS

..fx:11%*'.444:;•*.•:::..•••tes\,:•.'ft;

• ,•

Store Hours: Monday-Satu

12:30 to 6:30

Sunday

•.••.• .".•.

'-;e0

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
For Boats, Cars and Hoses

97
I
REG. '12.00 '
Gold
Black

Sizes 510
REG.
2.95 $

1

87

Life
Jackets

Beig'

WOWS CRUSHED PATENT
SHOES

Th
Edu
seas

and

Reg. '9.95

Hal
of
to
This
Boar
co
tract
ba
8626,

BOAT CUSHIONS

$587

200 lbs. Pressure - Complete

Sizes

Coast Guard Approved

$

97

TROLLING MOTORS
Minn-Kota
No. 11WJR

Pflueger Supreme

Model M-30
Remote Control Units for
Trolling Motors — '38.50
Uncle Jeff's has a large selection of Minn-Kota,
Pflueger and Silvertrol Trolling Motors, all at
Wholesale Prices.

with Guages

of t
Edu
tract

PUMP-UP
SPRAYER
Calla

Kan
cont
omitt
dates
ta
and
State
Schul
In
el
cipa
Schoo
Pupil
repla
anno
wee
Mrs

2
1
1/

$937
Snap-On Bubble Shield
Reg. '4.95 $287

VIM

gave
Ale
conce

Yo
CI
Mem

70" Cul 3Y2

PRO MODEL

$3997

BASEBALL GLOVES
REG. '9.95

5

$

2 li.p42" Cat
1
3/
17

$41 97
•"••••••••••?;
-0
;
:
4:;;A:i!...•;;••

MIENS
DRESS

Several Colors

FOR EASTER!
LADIES
ONE ME STRETCH

SHIRTS
In Colors
and Bold
Stripes

PANTY. HOSE
5 colors to choose from

Large Selection of Easter
Candy and Filled Easter
Baskets, all at Low

MPS.
FLARE LEG

PANTS
Very latest colors and
styles. Stripes, plaids

ad solid colas.
Sizes 3-38-.
$588

CASUAL
SLACKS
Free
Wrinkle
_
_Permanent Press
Several colors.

iisos 28-50

to $888

Rev c./40/

F.D.S.

FIAELE

BLOUSES 1
•100% Nylon

FEMININE HYGIENE SPRAY
3-oz. Regular & Unscented

•Dx. Cottons •
•Nylon Acetates

•Sizes 31-38
$ 1 88 t0$488

A
••

Were en
the Co
on lb
the Peo
as ho
Ray
of the
menthe
Lamp
presid
present
Charl
the c
vice
Bank,
Other o
Glen
presiden
seer
Elect
coming
presiden
vice-pre
Paschall
W. H.
agricult
farming
County
expr
bank for
dinners
Brooks
County
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age of f
that only
involved
Gifts fo
women
bank.
Attend
Mr. and
Mr. and
and Mrs.
and Mrs.
and Mrs.
and Mrs.
and Mrs.
Miss Bett
Gary Key
McCallon,
Shipley,
Stabler,
Steely,
Paschall,
Winters,
Brooks,
Burkeen,
pkins, Jr.
Mem
L. D. Coo
(Ude'
Underwood

